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Preface.

In this age of scepticism and materialism few people care to 
know their real Self, which is Divine and immortal. But the 
knowledge of the true Self has always been the principal 

theme of the philosophy and religion of Vedanta. Even in its 
most ancient writings, the Upanishads, which form portions of 
the Vedic Scriptures, we find how earnestly Self‑knowledge or 
Atma‑jnana was sought after and extolled. The great inspired 
seers mentioned in these Upanishads discovered and taught 
that knowledge of the Self lies at the root of all knowledge, 
whether of science, philosophy or religion. Every sincere seeker 
after knowledge, therefore, who desires intellectual, moral 
or spiritual development, must first learn to discriminate 
between spirit and matter, soul and body, and then realize the 
all‑knowing Divine Self who is the eternal foundation of the 
universe.
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I.

Spirit and Matter.
“Matter or object is related to spirit or subject; and the subject or 

spirit is equally related to the object or matter. If there were no object, 
there would be no subject; and if there were no subject, there would 
be no object. For on either side alone nothing could be achieved.”

Kaushitaki Upanishad, III, 8.

Spirit and matter have always been subjects for discussion 
in science, philosophy and religion. The great thinkers of 
all countries have tried their best to understand the true 

meanings of these two terms and to establish their mutual 
relation. The two words have various synonyms, such as ego 
and non‑ego, subject and object, mind and matter. Scientists 
and philosophers have advanced many theories from time to 
time to explain their ideas and conceptions about them and 
have arrived at different conclusions. Some say that spirit or 
mind or ego is the cause of matter, while others reverse the 
relation and believe that matter is the cause of spirit or mind 
or ego. These conclusions have given foundation to the various 
explanations of the universe, which can be classified under three 
heads,—the spiritualistic or idealistic, the materialistic, and the 
monistic theories. The spiritualistic or idealistic theory claims 
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that spirit or mind is the creator of matter and energy, hence 
of all material objects; and it denies the existence of matter as 
distinct and separate from the mode or condition of spirit or 
mind. The materialistic theory, on the contrary, maintains that 
matter produces spirit, mind, ego or subject.

There have been many idealistic or spiritualistic philosophers 
in different countries at different times. In India, Greece, 
Germany, and England have arisen a number of idealists like 
Bishop Berkeley, who have denied the existence of the external 
world and also of matter as an entity separate from mental 
ideas. Modern Christian Science, which teaches that there is 
no such thing as matter but that everything is mind, has been 
built upon this idealistic doctrine of Bishop Berkeley and other 
philosophers of the same school. In America it is new, because 
the nation is new. America has not yet produced any great 
idealistic philosopher.

The materialistic theory of the universe, on the other hand, 
is maintained by a large majority of the scientists, physicists, 
chemists, medical practitioners and the evolutionists of the 
present time. They try to deduce everything from matter, and 
claim that it is the cause of mind, ego or spirit. Although there 
are thousands and millions of people all over the world who 
advocate this theory and call themselves materialists, still very 
few can define the term matter and give a clear idea of what 
they understand by it.

“What is matter? Has anybody ever seen matter? This question 
can be asked of the materialists. Do we see matter? No. We see 
color. Is color the same as matter? No. It is a quality. Where 
does it exist? An uneducated man may think that the color of 
a flower, as perceived, exists in the flower. But the physiologists 
explain that the color which is perceived does not exist as 
such in the flower, but that it is a sensation caused by a certain 
order of vibrations coming in contact with our consciousness 
through the medium of the optic nerves. This may seem 
strange, but it is true. The perception of color is a compound 
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effect produced by vibrations of ether, which, entering through 
the eyes, create another set of vibrations in the brain cells; and 
these vibrations, when translated by the conscious entity, are 
called sensations. Color, therefore, is the result of the blending 
of the objective and subjective elements. It is the product of 
the combination of that which comes from the outside world 
and that which is given by the subjective or mental activities. 
Thus we can understand that color does not rest in the flower; 
but it depends upon the retina, optic nerves and brain cells as 
well, so it cannot be the same as matter.

Similarly we may ask: Is sound which we hear the same as 
matter? No. It is the result of a certain kind of vibration plus the 
conscious activity of the mind. If you go to sleep, the vibration 
of sound will enter through your ears and be carried through 
the auditory nerves into the brain cells, but you will not hear 
it, because the percipient mind is not there to translate the 
vibration into the sensation of sound. Sound, therefore, is not 
the same as matter. In the same manner it can be shown that the 
other senses do not give us any information about that which 
we call matter. Then we ask: What is matter? John Stewart Mill 
defines matter as the “permanent possibility of sensation,” and 
mind as the “permanent possibility of feeling.” Are we better 
off after hearing this definition? On the contrary, it is more 
confusing. The whole difficulty lies in the word “possibility.” 
It means, matter is that which permanently makes sensation 
possible, and mind or spirit is that which permanently makes 
feeling possible; or, in other words matter is that which can 
be permanently felt or perceived, that which is the object of 
feeling; and spirit is that which can permanently feel or perceive, 
that which is the subject of feeling.

That which permanently makes sensation possible can never 
be revealed by the senses, for the senses are no more than open 
doors for our sensations. All that we can predicate of matter 
is that it causes sensations. When we try to know its nature 
per se, or any particulars concerning it, our senses do not help 
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us. The eyes are only instrumental in perceiving the sensation 
of color, the ears of sound, nostrils of odor. Our perception 
of the external world is limited by these sense powers, and 
all sensations are either direct or indirect results of our sense 
activities. Although we know that matter is something which 
exists in space and time and causes various sensations, still we 
cannot see or touch it. That which corresponds to the name 

“matter” will always remain intangible. We may touch a chair, 
a piece of wood or gold, but we cannot touch matter by itself. 
This is very curious. Gold or stone is not matter, but it is that 
which is produced by matter. Matter appears as wood or stone.

It may be interesting to know the history of the term matter. 
This word is derived from the Latin materies, meaning “stuff,” 
and it was originally used in the sense of the solid wood of a 
tree or a timber for building. Gradually a generalized concept 
was formed which meant anything substantial out of which 
some other thing was fashioned. When a wooden statue was 
made, the form was distinguished from the substance wood or 
materies. Here it was still wood. But when a statue was made 
of stone or metal it was still called materies. Thus the name 
materies signified the substance out of which something was 
shaped or fashioned. Gradually when the question arose, “What 
was the substance out of which this world was made?” the 
answer was materies or matter. So the word matter does not 
mean any definite thing. It is used for that unknown substance 
out of which the known objects of perception are formed. Here 
ends the literal and real meaning of the term. Matter can be 
used in the sense of any unknown substance which lies at the 
bottom or foundation of some form or object. For instance, in 
our ordinary conversation we use this word in such expressions 
as “What is the matter?” “It does not matter,” “Important 
matter,” “Decaying matter.”

In science and philosophy, however, matter is that unknown 
substance out of which all phenomenal forms are fashioned. It 
is beyond sense perception, yet it underlies all the objects of 
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the universe. It is not the same as space or time, but it fills space, 
manifests itself in time, and cannot be limited by the category 
of causality. All these ideas are included in the meaning of the 
term matter. When we think of that substance of which the 
universe is the appearance, we imagine that it is vast, immense, 
marvellous and possessed of wonderful powers, which are 
constantly changing. But what is matter? Is it one or many? It is 
one. We cannot say that it is many. Herbert Spencer says: “Our 
conception of matter, reduced to its simplest shape, is that of 
coëxistent positions that offer resistance, as contrasted with 
our conception of space in which the coëxistent positions offer 
no resistance.” (First Principles, p. 140.) Let us understand the 
difference between space and matter. Space is extension offering 
no resistance, but that which offers resistance and lies in space 
is matter. He also states: “Of these two inseparable elements, 
the resistance is primary and the extension is secondary.” As, 
for example, when we touch something it resists, then we 
have an idea of resistance; but when we spread our hand that 
feeling of resistance extends also in space. Herbert Spencer says 
again: “Our experience of force is that out of which the idea of 
matter is built up.…That which opposes our muscular energy 
is immediately present to consciousness in the terms of force. 
Hence forces, standing in a certain correlation in space, form 
the whole content of matter.” Furthermore, he adds: “Matter 
and motion, as we know them, are differently conditioned 
manifestations of force. They are the concretes built up from 
the contents of various mental relations.” In order to feel 
resistance there must be present one who feels; and then the 
force that is felt is the primary cause which gives rise to the 
conception of matter.

Again, matter has not been created by anybody. No one 
has ever seen, nor can anyone imagine the creation of matter 
out of nothing or its total annihilation. According to modern 
science, matter in its true nature is a substance uncreatable and 
indestructible, that is, it was neither created out of nothing nor 
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can it go back into nothing. There are various other definitions 
of matter. Some physicists say that matter is “whatever 
possesses the property of gravitative attraction.” But still this 
does not tell us its true nature. We can only say that there is 
some substance which responds to attractions. Ernst Haeckel, 
again, defines matter as “infinitely extended substance, and 
spirit as all‑embracing energy of thought.”

After studying these various definitions, we learn that 
matter is that substance of the universe which makes up the 
objective world, or that which can be perceived by the senses 
and cognized by the mind. It is always objective, and spirit or 
mind is always subjective, always the perceiver or cognizer of 
matter, the knower of the object. Now we can understand the 
difference,—spirit is the perceiver and knower, while matter 
is that which is perceived, sensed and known. The one is the 
subject and the other is the object. These two exist in relation to 
each other. The objective world or matter forms only one‑half, 
while the other half is the subjective world or spirit. Therefore, 
the materialistic theory, which admits the existence of the 
object and denies the existence of spirit or mind or the subject, 
is onesided and imperfect. It ignores the fact that matter or 
object can only exist as related to the subject.

The materialistic theory is a logical blunder, because it is 
based upon a confusion between object and subject. It asserts 
that matter is objective, but at the same time it tries to show 
that it is also the cause of the subject, which can never be. “A” 
can never become “non‑A.” Materialism begins with the idea 
that matter is objective, and ends in attempting to prove that 
this objective something has become the subjective mind, 
spirit or ego. It first takes for granted that matter is that which 
is perceived, or the cause of sensations, then it gradually claims 
to show that it produces that which feels the sensations, which 
is self‑contradictory and absurd.

As materialism is onesided and imperfect, so is the 
spiritualistic or idealistic theory of the world, which denies the 
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existence of matter or object, and says that everything is mind. 
The theory of modern Christian Science,—that all is mind and 
that there is no matter, is as erroneous as the materialistic 
theory Spirit or mind or ego, which is always the subject, can 
exist as perceiver or knower so long as there is an object of 
perception and of knowledge. If we admit the existence of one, 
that of the other is implied. Therefore, Goethe was correct in 
saying: “Matter cannot exist and be operative without spirit or 
spirit without matter.”

The universal substance appears as possessing these two 
attributes of subject and object, of spirit, mind or ego and 
matter or non‑ego. They are like the two modes of the one 
eternal substance, which is unknown and unknowable 
existence. It was called “Substantia” by Spinoza. Herbert 
Spencer calls it the “Unknowable.” It is the same as “Ding an 
sich,” or the transcendental thing‑in‑itself of Kant; Plato named 
it the “Good.” It is the “Over‑Soul” of Emerson; while in Vedanta 
it is called “Brahman,” the absolute substance of the universe, 
the infinite and eternal source of matter and mind, of object 
and subject. This substance is not many but one. All varieties 
of phenomena have come out of this one source, Brahman, 
and into it they will be reduced at the time of dissolution. It is 
the universal energy, the mother or producer of all forces. We 
know that all forces are related to one another and that they 
are, as modern science explains, the manifestations of the same 
eternal energy or the infinite substance. From this one source 
all mental and physical phenomena and material forces have 
come into existence, and have evolved into various forms and 
shapes.

This is monism. The monistic thinkers of the present age, like 
Ernst Haeckel and others, admit this one eternal substance 
as the source of mind, matter and all forces. They also accept 
the great truth which has always been taught by Vedanta that 

“From that infinite substance or Brahman, the Absolute Being, 
have evolved life‑force or Prâna, mind, all the mental activities, 
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and the sense powers, which are included in the meaning of 
the term “spirit” or subject on the one hand, and, on the other, 
space or ether, and all gaseous, liquid and solid objects which 
are understood by matter!” Matter in its simplest state can be 
reduced to the same infinite substance Brahman, which forms 
the background of mind or spirit. Therefore, Vedanta teaches 
that the eternal substance is both the material and the efficient 
cause of the universe. Although it is one, still it appears as many 
by its inscrutable power known in Vedanta as “Mâyâ.”

This world is not made up of dead matter alone. It is not the 
product of the combination of those minute particles called 
atoms. Until lately the western physicists, chemists and other 
materialists believed that these atoms were indivisible units 
floating in the infinite space, attracting and repelling one another, 
mechanically producing the elements of nature and creating 
the phenomenal world. But now, through the application of 
electricity, J. J. Thomson, the great English scientist, has proved 
that the so‑called indivisible atoms can be subdivided into still 
finer electrons, which are nothing but the force‑centers of the 
ancient Hindu scientist. If atoms are made up of electrons, and 
electrons are but force‑centers, where do they exist? They exist 
in that primordial ocean of infinite substance or Brahman, the 
receptacle of the eternal energy, which is in turn the mother of 
all forces. Thus, we can understand how matter and force are 
related to the one substance or Brahman. The objective side 
of that substance appears as matter, and the subjective side as 
spirit.

I have already said that it is a scientific truth that matter is 
indestructible and uncreatable; so is force. Matter and force can 
be transformed into various manifestations, but can never be 
destroyed. Now the question rises: If the one half of the world 
or objective matter and force be uncreatable and indestructible, 
then what is the nature of spirit? Is it creatable and destructible? 
If the objective half of the universe be uncreatable and 
indestructible, how can the other half, the subjective mind 
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or spirit, be creatable and destructible? That is impossible. 
Spirit or mind in its simplest form is equally uncreated and 
indestructible. If matter or object be eternal, then the spirit or 
subject must also be eternal to make it possible for the object 
to be eternal. Who will know that matter and force are eternal, if 
the spirit or subject be not equally eternal? This point has been 
overlooked by most of the eminent thinkers and scientists of 
different countries. The eternality of matter and force or energy 
presupposes the eternality of spirit or mind. If the one falls, 
both will disappear. Therefore the ultimate analysis of spirit and 
matter shows that both are uncreatable, indestructible and 
eternal. If the one pole of a magnet be eternal, the other pole 
must necessarily be eternal. Furthermore, the neutral point 
where both meet must also be eternal. This universe is like a 
gigantic magnet, one pole of which is matter, and the other is 
spirit, while the neutral point is the absolute substance. For this 
reason these three, matter, spirit, and Brahman are eternal.

In Vedanta, spirit is called the Atman, the cognizer, the 
perceiver and the subject. It is our true Self. It existed in the 
eternal past and will continue to exist in the eternal future. 
Nothing can destroy it. The phenomenal world, which is 
the object of sense perception, may change from one form 
into another, but the Atman or Self will never change. It is 
absolutely unchangeable. “Weapons cannot pierce it, water 
cannot moisten it, fire cannot burn it, nor can the air dry 
it.” It is indissoluble, immutable and immortal substance. It 
is not destroyed at the time of death. Death is the property 
of everything within the realm of time and space. All objects 
that have form are subject to death. Birth is followed by death. 
That which is born must die. Our body will die, because it had 
its birth and exists in space and time. But the Atman or spirit 
cannot die, because it was never born and is beyond space 
and time. If you try to think of the birth of your spirit, you will 
never be able to find an absolute beginning; therefore, Atman is 
beginningless and endless. Everything which can be perceived 
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by our senses will change and pass away, while the Atman or 
spirit will remain forever.

Here it may be asked whether spirit is one or many? The same 
question may be asked of matter. Is matter one or many? We 
have seen that matter as objective substance is one, although 
it appears as many on account of its manifestations within 
space and time. Similarly, says Vedanta, there is one eternal 
Spirit or Subject of the universe, of which the individual spirits 
or egos are but so many manifestations. They are but parts of 
one stupendous whole or universal spirit or God. God is the 
eternal Subject or Knower of the world. He is the cosmic Ego, 
the sum‑total of all individual spirits or egos and more. He is 
the one Infinite Being, the eternal ocean, which contains so 
many eddies or souls. The cosmic Ego or God is the first‑born 
Lord of the universe. He is the first and highest manifestation 
of the Absolute Substance or Brahman. He is the material and 
the efficient cause of all phenomena. He is the projector of 
evolution. He differentiates subject from object, spirit or ego 
from matter or non‑ego. In Him everything exists, through Him 
all beings live, and into Him they return in the end. He is more 
powerful than all the individual spirits together. We possess 
small powers; as our knowledge is limited so are our powers; 
but God is the one substance whose power is unlimited. He 
dwells everywhere. He forms the background of our individual 
spirit and possesses eternal knowledge. He is the Soul of our 
souls. We should meditate on Him and worship Him; then we 
shall understand the relation between spirit and matter.

“He is the one Eternal Being in the midst of all non‑eternal forms and 
names. He is the one Source of intelligence in the midst of insentient 
matter. He makes that one substance appear as many and fulfills all 
desires dwelling within the hearts of all creatures. Whosoever realizes 
Him in his soul attains to eternal bliss even in this life.”
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II.

Knowledge of the Self.
“The infinite and eternal truth, Brahman, pervades the whole 

universe, the visible and invisible. If the visible be taken away, (if the 
perceptible phenomena be destroyed) that which will be left is the 
Infinite.” May we realize the Infinite in this life; may we attain to that 
truth and enjoy peace forever.

“Peace, peace, peace to all living creatures.”
Isha Upanishad.

The knowledge of God is not so commonly spoken of in 
India as the knowledge of the true Self. Self‑knowledge 
reveals the knowledge of the real nature of the Absolute 

and of the Supreme Deity. Ordinarily we use the word “self” in 
the sense of ego, but the term “Self‑knowledge” does not mean 
mere knowledge of the ego. The ego in us is the actor, thinker 
and perceiver. That which performs all the functions of the 
body and mind, is generally known as “I” or ego; but it is only 
the reflection of the Absolute Brahman, which is the source of 
all intelligence. The ego is the image of that divine spark within 
us which gives it vitality and makes it do all works mental and 
physical. So when we speak of Self‑knowledge, we do not mean 
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simply the knowledge of the lower animal self or ego, but also 
of the higher Self.

The higher Self is the same as the Absolute which lies at 
the foundation of the phenomenal universe. The Absolute 
Substance or Brahman is beyond space and time, consequently 
it is formless and unchangeable. When it manifests itself as an 
individualized, self‑conscious entity, it is known as the ego. It 
also appears as the object of consciousness, then it is called 
matter; the Absolute Being, however, is neither matter nor is it 
the same as ego. It forms the background of our ego, therefore 
it is our true Self. When we have realized it, we have known God 
as well as the relation which the phenomenal universe bears 
to Him; and the best method of becoming conscious of this 
Absolute Being is through the realization of our true Self, or 
Atman, as it is called in Sanskrit.

Some people think that self‑annihilation is the ideal of the 
Vedanta Philosophy, but it is not so. The true Self, according to 
Vedanta, can never be destroyed. If self‑annihilation were the 
ideal, then the Self would be subject to change and destruction; 
it could not be the same as the Absolute Being. The Vedanta 
Philosophy, on the contrary, teaches that the true Self is 
absolutely indestructible and unchangeable. How is it then 
possible for anyone to think of its annihilation? Destruction 
of Self is just as impossible as the destruction of the Absolute; 
therefore self‑annihilation cannot be the highest aim and ideal 
of life.

Self‑knowledge alone helps us to realize the absolute Truth 
and to attain perfection. It is considered to be the highest 
wisdom. When Socrates asked the Delphian Oracle “What is the 
highest knowledge?” the answer came, “Know thy Self.” By the 
word “self” here is meant not merely the ego, but the true Self. 
The same knowledge of the real Self has been glorified in India 
from the most ancient Vedic period. Vedanta, the rationalistic 
portion of the Vedas, describes this Self‑knowledge as the 
highest ideal of life. If we wish to know God, we must first know 
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our true Self; we must ask within ourselves who and what we are 
in reality, where we have come from, and what becomes of us 
after death? These questions are of vital importance. Ordinary 
people cannot solve such problems, their minds are too busy 
with the affairs of the phenomenal world. But an earnest 
seeker after Truth, who is discontented with the knowledge of 
material objects, wishes to go below the surface of phenomenal 
appearances and does not stop until the ultimate goal, the 
reality which underlies all phenomena, is discovered. His aim is 
to find the correct solution of these problems by knowing the 
true nature of his ego as well as of the universe. He may start 
with the objective world, but gradually, as he advances step by 
step and reaches farther and farther in his search after Truth, 
he comes back in the end to his own Self. Because the true Self 
is the center of the universe. The phenomenal world, which 
consists of the objects of sense‑perception, may be compared 
to a grand circle, the circumference of which lies in the gross 
material forms and the innermost center of which is Atman, 
the true Self.

The nature of this true Self, according to Vedanta is infinite. 
It is neither limited by time nor conditioned by space relations. 
The Scriptures describe God as the center of the universe, but 
Vedanta says that Self or Atman is also the center of the universe, 
and that the true Self is one with Divinity. The moment that we 
realize the Divine Self within us, we understand that the realm 
of the same Atman extends to the sun, moon, stars, and even to 
the most distant planets, the light from which takes hundreds 
and thousands of years to reach us. Wherever there is existence, 
whether on the physical or mental plane, there is also the 
manifestation of this Divine Self. That by which we know the 
existence of the external world, by which we are conscious of 
our bodies, senses and mental powers, is our true Self. It is not 
far from us, yet it is beyond the reach of mind and intellect. The 
Self is thus described in the fourth verse of the Isha Upanishad: 

“It (the Self) is beyond all vibration and motion. It is one, and 
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swifter than mind. The senses never reached it, it transcended 
them all. Though standing still, it overtakes the mind and senses 
which are running fast. It is the source of all mental activities, 
sense‑powers and the various forces of nature.”

Modern science tells us that the whole world is the product 
of matter and material forces. Matter, again, as we have seen 
in the first chapter, is nothing but a certain state of motion 
or vibration of some substance, the true nature of which is 
unknown and unknowable. Every particle of the universe is in 
constant motion or vibration. That which we call heat or light, 
sound or taste, odor, touch or any object of sense‑perception, is 
nothing but a state of vibration of the same unknown substance. 
Sir William Crookes says: “At thirty‑two vibrations per second, is 
it shown that we have the first beginning of audible sound, and 
that sound ceases to be audible when it reaches to something 
less than thirty‑three thousand vibrations in a second. The 
vibrations of heat and light rays are almost inconceivably more 
rapid. They are expressed in no fewer than fifteen figures, whilst 
the vibrations within a single second of the recently discovered 
radium are expressed in more than nine millions of millions of 
millions.” The whole world consists in the vibration of atoms, 
or the most minute particles of material substance, but above 
and beyond all this vibration there exists the Absolute Reality, 
the true Self, which is the source of knowledge, intelligence and 
consciousness. It is through this Self that we know that there is 
such a thing as vibration.

Here the question rises: Who is it that knows that the world 
is a mass of vibration? Does vibration know itself? It cannot. 

“Motion produces nothing but motion,” this is one of the laws 
of nature which has been confirmed by modern scientists. 
Motion cannot produce knowledge. Knowledge is something 
which is not the effect of motion or vibration; but it is that 
which enlightens our minds and makes us see and understand 
that there is such a thing as motion or vibration. Therefore the 
Upanishad says: “That which does not vibrate is our true Self.” 
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Search within and see where is that which does not vibrate, but 
which is the Knower of all vibrations and actions.

“It goes faster than mind.” We know that mind is the fastest 
thing in the world; thought travels faster than electricity, or 
any other current that exists on the physical plane. Sir William 
Crookes reasons that “the thought vibrations which issue from 
the brain may really have their beginning at a point where it 
becomes no longer possible to estimate the vibrations which 
are caused by the most subtle forces of physical nature.” 
Furthermore, he adds: “If we can any way realize the concept 
of a force which is capable of creating thousands of trillions 
of vibrations in a second, and if we add to this idea that the 
velocity of these vibrations is equalled by their rapidity, we see 
easily enough that thought may put a girdle about the earth in 
an infinitesimal fraction of time.”

We can exchange messages by wireless telegraphy between 
here and England or any other part of the world, but thought 
transference is quicker than wireless telegraphy. The mind of 
a person who is sitting here can go straight into the sun, or 
beyond the sun into the infinite space where the ordinary force 
of electricity will not reach perhaps—even there the mind can 
run in the shortest interval of time. Time exists in mind. What 
is time? Time means succession in thought. When one thought 
rises after another, the interval between them is what we call 
Time, so it is subject to mental activity. That which is swifter 
than mind is the true Self. Our real Self can go quicker than 
thought‑current and even where mind cannot reach. It travels 
everywhere. Self or Atman forms the background of the mind, 
therefore the Self is quicker and faster than the activity of the 
mind. Mind can go nowhere without depending upon the Self, 
the Knower. It remains absolutely inactive when it is separated 
from the Self.

“The senses never reached it, it transcended them all.” The 
senses cannot reveal it; sense‑powers cannot express the 
true nature of the Self, because they are limited by time and 
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space, while the Knower of time and space must necessarily 
be beyond the reach of the senses. When we see the sun, the 
very sight depends upon self‑consciousness; that is, we must 
be conscious of the fact that we are seeing something, and that 
consciousness must depend upon our true Self. The sun will 
not be seen if our mind and eyes are separated and cut off from 
Self, the source of knowledge, intelligence and consciousness. 
Depending upon that source of consciousness and intelligence, 
our mind works, our senses perform their functions and the 
body moves. Therefore, the Isha Upanishad continues: “It (Self) 
moves and it moves not; it is far and likewise near. It is inside 
and also outside of all this.” When the body moves, the source of 
intelligence, or our true Self, appears as moving, but in reality it 
does not move. Where will it go? It cannot go anywhere. When 
we move a jar from one place to another the space within the 
jar appears to be moving; but does the space move in reality? 
No. What is it then that moves? We do not know; the form 
appears to be moving, but the form again is limitation in space. 
It may be said, “If space does not move, then the form cannot 
move.” It seems to be like a puzzle, when we try to answer it at 
every step we meet with insoluble problems.

The whole of life is a mystery. We endeavor to find some 
explanation by studying nature, but nature puts us into more 
confusion. Science does not help us; she takes us up to a certain 
point and there she leaves us without showing anything beyond, 
without telling us what to do and where to go. Such is the 
condition of our relative knowledge. When properly analysed, 
it appears to be a partial expression of the absolute knowledge, 
which is the real nature of the true Self. Relative knowledge, 
however, will not help us in solving the riddles of the universe. 
If we wish to know the ultimate Truth of the world we must 
go beyond nature and seek the explanation in the realm of the 
Absolute. Nature is called in Sanskrit Mâyâ; she deludes us, yet 
we are living in nature, and our body, senses and mind are parts 
of nature. The more we study nature, the more we are deluded; 
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we do not come to any final solution. Scientists have arrived 
at certain conclusions, which are like conclusions in which 
nothing is concluded. Science tells us that the ultimate goal of 
everything is unknown and unknowable. Here Vedanta comes 
and advises its students to study not merely nature, but our Self 
or Atman; then all confusion will be removed and the Absolute 
Truth will be reached.

Nature makes us see that the Self moves when the body is in 
motion, but in reality the Self is immovable. Nature makes us 
feel that Self is very far from us, but it is the nearest thing that 
we have, nearer than this body and mind which we consider to 
be the nearest; our true Self, however, is in reality the nearest of 
all. “It dwells in everything as its soul or inner nature, yet it is 
outside of everything.” How can that be? If it dwells inside how 
can it dwell outside? Space exists inside as well as outside. Take 
the space within this room, which is confined by its walls. This 
space appears as inside the room; but what are the walls, are 
they separate from space? No; they exist in and through space, 
they are nothing but space. The space of the walls limits the 
space that is inside the room; but does it limit in reality? No. 
It is outside also. Can we limit the infinite space? By no means. 
Similarly, if we try to limit our Self by our mind we fail, because 
mind is not large and strong enough to keep the Self out; 
sense‑powers cannot limit it; physical forms can never divide it; 
because each one of these exists as related to the Self. The Self 
or Atman, when properly realized, appears as unlimited and 
infinite. We say that we are finite beings, but in reality we are 
not finite. There is only one Infinite Existence which expresses 
itself through finite forms. As finite forms, existing in space, 
cannot live outside of it, so all these various individuals live in 
and through that infinite space of Reality which is called the 
Absolute Self.

“He who realizes all beings in the Self, and the Self in all 
animate and inanimate objects of the universe, never hates 
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anything or any being.”* Hatred proceeds from imperfect 
relative knowledge, which makes us perceive objects as 
separate from one another. But when we see our true Self in 
others, how can we hate another without hating our own Self? 
It would be impossible for Self to hate Self. As it is impossible 
to hate our true Self, so it would be impossible to hate the Self 
of any being. This is one of the results of Self‑knowledge, where 
Self‑knowledge is there can remain no feeling of hatred. When 
hatred is gone, jealousy and all other selfish feelings, which we 
call wicked, disappear. What remains? The ordinary love, which 
stands in opposition to hatred, vanishes; but Divine love begins 
to reign in the heart of the Seer. True love means the expression 
of oneness. As love for body makes us feel one with the body, 
so love for the true Self makes us feel one with the true Self; 
and if we see that Self In others, we cannot help loving them 
as we love our Self. Now we understand the meaning of “Love 
thy neighbor as thyself.” It is not an extraordinary teaching. 
Vedanta has always taught this truth. People of the western 
world say that Christ was the only one who ever taught in this 
way, but they do not know that this is the very foundation of 
the ethics of Vedanta.

Love means the expression of oneness in thought, word and 
deed. “Where all beings have become one with the Self, what 
delusion, what sorrow can there be to him who has once realized 
this unity?”† Self‑knowledge leads to realization of oneness with 
all beings. When all beings appear as parts of one universal Self, 
there is neither delusion, nor fear, nor sorrow, because there 
can exist no other thing outside of Self or Atman for which 
one can grieve or from which one can suffer. Sorrow and fear 
arise so long as there is the sense of duality or multiplicity. If all 
objects of fear and sorrow become one with the all‑pervading 
Divine Self, then fear and sorrow must vanish. But so long as 
we think of other beings which exist outside of our Self, we 

* Isha Upanishad, verse 6.
† Isha Upanishad, verse 7.
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cannot avoid grief and suffering which arise on their account. 
In absolute oneness, however, there cannot remain fear, sorrow, 
suffering, separation or self‑delusion. This is another result of 
Self‑knowledge.

Some people may think that Vedanta teaches us to be selfish, 
but this is far from true. The self becomes dead; the lower self 
vanishes, and with its disappearance all selfishness is destroyed. 
The word “Self” must not be taken for lower self or selfishness. 
It stands for Atman, the higher Self, which is our Divine nature. 
There is no other expression in English by which we can convey 
the real meaning of Atman. We shall avoid confusion, therefore, 
if we use the Sanskrit word “Atman” to express our true Self. Then 
no one will mistake it for selfishness. “The Atman has pervaded 
all, effulgent, incorporeal, scatheless, untouched by brain or 
nerve centers, pure, sinless, a poet (Kâvi), wise, omnipresent, 
self‑existent, he has disposed all things aright for eternity.”* That 
Atman (Self), who is the center of the universe, is all‑pervading. 
Wherever our mind goes, the Atman goes there. It is the source 
of the light of intelligence; it is pure, spotless, sinless. Here you 
will notice that Vedanta teaches that we are not born in sin 
and iniquity, but that our Atman or true Self is sinless. By this it 
does not encourage us to do sinful acts, but it tells us that the 
moment one acquires Self‑knowledge, from that moment one 
ceases to do anything wicked. The Atman is in the body, but 
it has no body. It is formless, that is, beyond gross and subtle 
forms. There are forms which we cannot see except through 
the most powerful microscope, even such minutest forms do 
not affect the Self. It is absolutely beyond all forms; but at the 
same time it can appear in any form, and all forms exist in it.

Atman is beyond all nervous activity, or the function of the 
brain. The materialists maintain that when brain and nerve 
centers vibrate, self‑consciousness is produced. But Vedanta 
contradicts their statement by saying, “Beyond the reach of 
nerve centers and untouched by brain powers.” It is not affected 

* Isha Upanishad, verse 8.
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by the changes of the body; there may be variations in the color 
or form of the physical body, or the body may be diseased or 
have some part mutilated, but that disease or mutilation will 
not produce any change in the true Self or Atman. Therefore, 
Self‑knowledge makes one free from nervousness and other 
physical ailments.

The word “Kâvi” means poet, and also means the seer of 
things. Self is described as the greatest poet of the universe; this 
is one of the most beautiful expressions and attributes that can 
be given to Divinity—He is the poet, His poetry is the universe. 
He is also described as the greatest artist. His art we see in the 
sunrise and sunset. The sun, moon and stars are nothing but 
the paintings on infinite space by the hand of the Almighty 
artist.

True Self or Atman is above good and evil, beyond virtue 
and vice. Some people ask: How can it be above good and evil? 
Others say: It is only good. Good and evil, however, are two 
relative terms; evil exists in relation to good, and we cannot 
separate the one from the other. If we wish to take good, we 
shall have to take evil also. So with virtue and vice; one cannot 
exist without being related to the other. The Absolute Self is 
above all relativity; therefore, it is above good and evil, beyond 
virtue and vice. “There is no other seer than this Atman, no 
other knower.” Who can be the knower of the universe? There is 
one eternal Knower who knows the existence of all objects, and 
the knower in us is only a part of that eternal Knower or God. 
The vast majority of mankind do not know this great truth; 
the preachers do not teach it, because they themselves do not 
understand it. If God is the Knower of all, then the Knower in 
us is a part of God. Vedanta tells us to realize the individual 
knower first; then will the Knower of the universe be known.

The Atman or true Self is never the object of knowledge, 
but it is always the subject. The cosmic or universal Knower is 
the same as that which people worship as God. Thus by the 
light of Vedanta we can see God close to our souls; but in the 
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Scriptures of special religions He is made remote. He is driven 
far out of our reach. Vedanta brings Him nearer than anything 
we possess. Although this Atman is all‑pervading, yet it is 
beyond everything; it dwells in all things, still it is not the same 
as anything. It is never affected by phenomenal conditions. It 
transcends the changes of nature, yet it permeates nature. It is 
its own cause; in it cause and effect are identical. The Atman 
has no cause, yet it is the cause of all; and at the same time 
it is beyond the law of cause and effect. The Self has existed 
by itself from the beginningless past and will continue to 
exist throughout eternity; no one can see its beginning or its 
end, because beginning and end refer to time, and our search 
after them, being within the sphere of mental activity, is also 
subject to time. We may search for the beginning and end of 
the phenomenal universe, but as the Atman (Self) is above all 
thought and beyond time and space, it can have neither end 
nor beginning.

“It is all‑knowing.” All relative knowledge is only a partial 
expression of that wisdom which constitutes the nature of the 
Atman. Now we see that the attributes which people generally 
give to God, such as, He is omniscient, omnipotent, all‑pervading, 
eternal, infinite, are also given by Vedanta to the Atman or true 
Self. True Self is the Soul of our souls. Self‑knowledge reveals 
that the attributes of God are also the attributes of the Atman. 

“Those who do not realize this true Self, dwell in the darkness of 
ignorance and go through the misery and sufferings which exist 
in that darkness.” They are always fearful and unhappy. They 
fear death and everything that threatens their earthly existence, 
and they make their life miserable by attaching themselves 
to a particular form of manifestation which they are afraid of 
losing. They love sense‑enjoyments and worldly pleasures, they 
feel disappointed and discontented if they do not find these, 
and they consider that this earthly life has no other higher aim 
or ideal. The life of such persons is nothing but a continuous 
chain of fear and unhappiness. Those who are rich fear loss 
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of fortune; those who have reputation and high position are 
afraid of losing them; while every man or woman suffers from 
the fear of disease and death. Do you suppose that these 
people will ever enjoy true happiness on this earth? No. They 
alone are truly happy who have become absolutely free from 
fear. Perfect happiness comes and all fear is conquered when 
Self‑knowledge is gained. For this reason each one of us ought 
to make constant efforts to acquire it in this life. The light of 
Self‑knowledge dispels the darkness of ignorance and frees us 
from fear, sorrow, misery, birth and death, as also from bondage, 
imperfection and delusion, which proceed from ignorance.

This ignorance is likewise the mother of selfishness. It has the 
power to veil the Divine and absolute Atman and to make us 
identify our true Self with the material body. Thus when forced 
by the inscrutable power of ignorance (Avidyâ) we forget our 
real Self, think of ourselves as the sons or daughters of mortals, 
we become finite and subject to such limitations as are 
understood by the term “selfishness.” Self‑knowledge destroys 
ignorance and makes one absolutely unselfish. Blessed is he 
who lives in the sunshine of Self‑knowledge, having risen above 
the clouds of fear and selfishness which gather in the night of 
ignorance. What is this world? It is produced by ignorance and 
bound by fear. Knowledge of the Self destroys all worldliness, 
brings spiritual strength and makes one fearless, as God is 
fearless. Does He fear anything? How can He? The moment we 
realize that God dwells in us, how can we fear? How can we have 
fear of death when we know that death merely means a change 
from one body into another, and that our true Self or Atman 
is unchangeable ? Those who do not possess Self‑knowledge 
are miserable, and will be born again and again on this plane of 
ignorance until they have learned to realize their true Self.

Self‑knowledge is the only source of happiness; it will lead to 
perfection and freedom. You may seek freedom, but how can 
you obtain it when you have become a slave of fear and earthly 
conditions? You are a part of Divinity. Feel it, realize it, and all 
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these ties will drop away and you will be free. The attainment 
of this freedom through Self‑knowledge will bring to you the 
realization of your oneness with Divinity. Then you will be able 
to say: “That light which I see in the sun is in me; and that which 
is in me is in the sun. I am the Lord of the body, senses and mind, 
and I am also the Lord of all phenomenal objects.”

“I am the light of the universe, through me shine the sun, moon, stars 
and the lightening. I have realized my true Self. I have realized the true 
Self of the universe and therefore I am one with the Absolute.”
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III.

Prana and the Self.
“May my speech be established in my mind; may my mind be fixed in 

my speech. O Divine Word! Thou hast manifested Thyself in the form 
of wisdom. Do Thou spread Thy powers through my words. Do not 
deprive me of the truth. May I always dwell in the truth. My salutations 
to the fire of wisdom, to the seers of Truth and to the Devas (bright 
spirits).

“O Divine Word! be propitious to us; stay in our spiritual space and 
be happy. Like the lord of light (the sun) constantly purify our hearts 
and reveal to our eyes that which is auspicious for us. Do not leave us.

“Peace, Peace, Peace to all living creatures.”
Kaushitaki Upanishad.

Since the Vedic period, at least two thousand years before 
Christ, Self‑knowledge has been in India not only the 
theme of sages and philosophers, but also the highest 

ideal of kings. Most of the early Hindu monarchs were, indeed, 
the great spiritual teachers of the country, although they did 
not belong to the Brâhmin caste. There is a prevailing idea 
that the Brâhmins were the only teachers of spiritual Truth 
in the beginning, while the duties of ruling and fighting were 
confined to the Kshatriya or warrior caste. Yet in the great 
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epic Mahâbhârata it is told that some of the Brâhmins fought 
battles, commanded the army and showed remarkable powers, 
courage and ability, though they did not become rulers of 
the country. As in the Bhagavad Gitâ we read of Drona and 
Kripâchârya, who were Brâhmins by birth, yet who became 
noted generals, served on the battlefield, and were the teachers 
of the Kshatriyas in military science as it was known at that 
time. On the other hand, we find in the Upanishads and in 
the epics that the Kshatriyas were the first teachers of the 
Brâhmins in higher spiritual truths; Krishna, Rama, Buddha 
were all Kshatriyas. The Kshatriyas, being of the warrior caste, 
were bound by duty to protect the country, govern the nation, 
fight the enemies and establish the reign of peace, justice and 
righteousness among the people. They were entitled, however, 
not only to become soldiers, commanders of the army and to 
sit on the throne, but likewise to impart Self‑knowledge to all 
sincere and earnest souls.

The Hindu rulers of those early days were not like the 
monarchs of to‑day. They regarded life as something that had 
a meaning, and for them this early existence was not worth 
living until that meaning had been realized. Even in that early 
age these royal seekers after truth felt that those who perform 
the duties of their daily lives without knowing who they are 
and what they are in reality, are dwelling in absolute darkness. 
Therefore, after fulfilling their duties as Kshatriyas and rulers of 
the country, they still found time enough to devote themselves 
to the pursuit of Self‑knowledge.

There was a great Hindu monarch of ancient India, by name 
Divodâsa, who lived in Benares. Benares was the Indian Athens 
of those days. It was the seat of education, and the center of 
religion, science and philosophy. From prehistoric ages it had 
been the cradle of oriental civilization and culture. Even at the 
time of Buddha, five hundred years before Christ, it was the 
stronghold of Hindu philosophy and religion; and Buddha could 
not have done anything if he had not been able to convince the 
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learned scholars of Benares. Divodâsa, this famous and powerful 
ruler of Benares, had a son, who became renowned by defeating 
his fiercest enemies. It is said that he even conquered the Devas, 
the mythological gods or bright spirits. In the third chapter of 
the Kaushitaki Upanishad there is a story which describes how 
this young prince, Pratardana, by his wonderful courage and 
prowess conquered all the great ones on the human plane and 
then came to the abode of the ruler of the Devas.

According to Hindu mythology, Indra, the god of Thunder, 
became the ruler of the Devas through his righteous works and 
wisdom. Pratardana, the son of the mighty king Divodâsa, went 
to the abode of Indra, dwelling in his heaven, with a desire to 
conquer him. He told how he had destroyed his enemies and 
vanquished the Devas. Indra was somewhat dismayed at the 
sight of so great a hero, and did not know how he ought to 
receive him and what he should do to please him. So, after 
hearing the description of his powers and victories, Indra said 
to Pratardana: “I am well pleased with thee and wish to give 
thee a boon. Choose a boon and I will be happy to grant it 
to thee.” The prince answered: “Do thou thyself choose that 
boon for me which thou deemest most beneficial for a man.” 
He did not know for what to ask, but he knew that there was 
something which would be most helpful to all. Having in his 
mind the thought that people who are dwelling in ignorance 
and self‑delusion and who do not understand the true nature 
of Being, ought to have something that would make their life 
worth living, he said: “Grant me that boon which thou thinkest 
best for a man.” Indra replied: “That is not right; thou must 
choose thine own boon; no one who chooses, chooses for 
another.” The prince insisted, saying: “The boon chosen by me 
is no boon for me.” He would not choose because he did not 
know what would be most helpful to mankind, therefore he left 
it to Indra. Then Indra said to him, “I am bound by my promise 
and I must be true to my words, so I must grant thee the highest 
boon that would be helpful and useful to all mankind.”
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“Know me only; that is the highest and most helpful for man. 
Know me, my true Self.” He meant by this, not his powers, not 
his glory, but his real Self—that which is signified by all such 
expressions as “I, me, mine,” and “thou, thee, thine.” He who has 
known this true Self gains unbounded power. If he commits any 
wrong, that wrong does not affect him. The knower of Self is the 
greatest of all, he is greater than kings, greater than the mightiest 
emperor; he possesses all the virtues that are described in the 
Scriptures of the world and nothing can make him fall from 
the glory of Self‑knowledge. Then Indra praised Self‑knowledge 
by saying: “I have conquered all the demons, I have destroyed 
those demons who had three heads, one hundred heads. I have 
done many cruel deeds, but all these horrible acts could not 
affect me, because I possess the knowledge of the Supreme 
Self. Although I have performed many inhuman deeds, yet see 
my glory, strength, and power; not a single hair of my head has 
been injured by them. He who knows me thus is never harmed 
in his life by any sinful act, neither by theft nor by the murder 
of his father, mother or a wise Brâhmin. If he is about to commit 
a terrible sin, the expression of his face does not change.” Thus 
Indra praised Self‑knowledge. He did not mean that the knower 
of Self should ever perform all such sinful, cruel and inhuman 
deeds. He wanted to show that the power of Self‑knowledge 
is greater than any other power that exists anywhere in the 
world; that it purifies the heart and soul of the worst sinner 
and washes off the most horrible sins that a human being can 
commit. The murder of either father, mother, or both, or the 
revered spiritual master, all these unpardonable sins cannot 
corrupt the Divine power of Self‑knowledge, which purifies the 
souls of all who possess it.

After praising Self‑knowledge, Indra said: “I am Prâna, know 
me as Prâna, life. Worship me as the conscious Self, the source 
of intelligence.” Prâna is the Sanskrit word for life‑force; life 
and intelligence are inseparable; wherever there is life, there is 
intelligence in some form or other. “Meditate on me as life and 
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intelligence. Life is Prâna, Prâna is life; life is immortality and 
immortality is life.” Here we must understand that life never 
dies. Life in itself is immortal and indestructible; it cannot 
change. We do not see life growing from less life. Life in the 
abstract is always the same whether or not it expresses itself 
outwardly. The expressions may vary, but the life‑force is one 
and unchangeable. When we do not see the manifestation of 
life we say it is dead; but life‑force does not die. Very few people 
can understand this. Where life is, death cannot exist. We may 
say a child is born, a child grows, but the life of the child is not 
subject to growth; if it were subject to birth and growth, it would 
be changeable, it would be mortal. That which we call life‑force 
is free from birth, decay and death; all these changes take place 
in the forms through which the immortal life‑force manifests 
itself. We speak of a child or a plant as growing, but from the 
very beginning the life‑force is the same; the manifestations 
of some other powers with which life is attended, appear in 
different ways at various stages of the evolution or growth of 
the animal or vegetable organism.

“Prâna is life, life is immortality; as long as the Prâna dwells in 
the body, so long there is life. By Prâna one obtains immortality 
in the other world.” If we know what true life is, and feel that 
we are one with life and inseparable from it, then we can 
realize that we are immortal, because life does not die, it does 
not proceed from non‑life. If we try to trace the origin of life, 
going back in imagination as far as we can, we shall never be 
able to discover as its cause non‑life or something dead. Life 
always proceeds from life. It has existed from the beginningless 
past, and we cannot think of its ever being subject to death 
or destruction; therefore it is eternal. But so long as life‑force 
manifests itself through a body, the body appears as living; this 
is the secondary expression of true life‑force. Here we do not 
think of the life‑force or Prâna, but of the form which moves 
and does certain work. We say, “He lived so long,” “His lifetime 
consisted of so many years, three or four score;” all these 
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expressions, however, signify the secondary manifestation of 
Prâna. Life in its primary sense is immortal. When that Prâna or 
life‑force expresses itself, then the organs are alive, the senses 
perform their functions, the mind thinks, and the intellect acts.

Again this Prâna or life‑force is inseparable from intelligence; 
we cannot separate intelligence from the force which makes 
everything of the universe move. The Self has two powers, 
which express themselves as intelligence and as the activity of 
Prâna or life‑force. Intelligence is that which is the source of 
consciousness; there is no English term by which we can express 
it. It is called in Sanskrit “Prajnâ.” It cannot be translated as 

“knowledge,” because knowledge means understanding, which 
is a function of the intellect; but Prajnâ refers to the source of 
all knowledge and consciousness.

Indra continued: “He who knows me as one with life (Prâna) 
and intelligence (Prajnâ), as immortal, indestructible and 
unchangeable, has life to its fullest extent on this earth, and 
after death resides in heaven and enjoys everlasting life.” Here 
Indra used the word “Prâna” for life‑force, but the young prince 
thought that he must have meant sense‑powers, because 
Prâna is also used to signify the power of seeing, hearing, 
smelling tasting or touching, the power of speech, the powers 
of seizing, moving, excreting and generating, and that by which 
all the organs of the body perform their functions. Therefore, 
he said: “Some say that all the Prânas or sense‑powers become 
one; for otherwise no one could see, hear, speak, and think, at 
the same time. After having become one, each of the senses 
perceives separately.” Thinking that by Prâna was signified 
the activities of the sense‑organs, he wanted to know which 
of these was particularly meant by Indra. He maintained that 
although life or Prâna was one, still the sense‑organs performed 
their functions separately in succession. Two sense‑perceptions 
do not occur at the same moment, there must be a minute 
interval of time between them. For instance, when we see a 
sight and hear a sound apparently at the same time, proper 
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analysis will show that the one sensation is followed by the 
other; we cannot have various perceptions simultaneously. 
According to the psychologists of ancient India, mind perceives 
the objects of sensation one at a time. When one sense‑organ 
performs its function, others remain quiet; the interval may be 
infinitesimally small, we may not grasp it with ordinary attention, 
still they rise in succession leaving between them a very minute 
interval of time. So the young prince did not understand what 
particular sense‑activity was referred to by Indra. After raising 
this question, he kept silence.

Indra replied: “It is true that all these senses perform their 
functions at certain intervals and that each one of them is 
great; but nevertheless there is another force which is higher 
than all the sense‑powers. That force is preëminent among 
all other powers.” It is not the power of seeing or hearing that 
makes us alive. Blind and deaf persons do not see and hear, but 
still they live. The power of speech does not manifest itself in a 
dumb man, yet he is alive. A man may live having lost the power 
of smelling, tasting or touching. Infants and idiots live though 
deprived of the thinking‑power of the mind. One may not have 
memory, still one will be called living. All this shows that that 
which makes one alive is not the same as the power of seeing, 
hearing, speaking, smelling, lasting, touching or thinking. Again, 
a man may lose his arms and may not be able to seize anything, 
still we do not call him dead. The loss of one’s legs or other 
organs of work does not, as we see around us, destroy the 
life‑force or the Mukhya (higher) Prâna. Therefore, the life‑force 
is distinct from the power of perception or sense‑activity. Yet 
at the same time these sense‑organs will not perform their 
functions if they are separated from the life‑force.

The life‑force or Mukhya Prâna is something independent 
of the sense‑powers, but the sense‑powers are dependent 
upon life‑giving Prâna. Where life‑force is unmanifest, the 
sense‑organs may remain perfect, but there will not be any 
expression of the sense‑powers in the form of perception of 
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sensation. The eye of a dead man may be perfect, the optic 
nerve may be in good condition, the brain cells may be in a 
normal state, but as the life‑force is not working in that body, 
the sense‑organs must remain dead, without performing their 
functions, without producing any sensation. Thus we can see 
that all the sense‑organs remain active in the body because 
Prâna, the source of all activity, is there, and because the 
life‑force governs and regulates all the senses. Therefore, in 
the Vedas it is said: “One should worship Prâna, the life‑force, 
which keeps the universe alive.” If you can understand what 
that life‑force is you have understood the secret of the universe 
as well as that which keeps you alive.

All the scientists, anatomists, and evolutionists are trying to 
know the nature of that life‑force, but have they succeeded? No. 
Some say it is a molecular attraction, others believe that it is 
the result of physico‑chemical forces; but are they sure of what 
they say? What progress has science made in her attempt to 
find out the source of life‑force? Science has rejected the idea 
that the life‑force is independent of the mechanical forces of 
nature; but she cannot tell us definitely the cause of vital energy. 
There have been debates and discussions on this subject among 
the scientists of different countries at all times; still the problem 
is unsolved. If we can understand the life‑force of the universe 
we have understood the living God; because, says Vedanta, that 
life‑force is inseparable from the Being who is worshiped as God.

What is God? He who keeps everything alive, and upon whom 
depend all other activities, sense‑powers and the functions 
of the gross physical body. Indra said: “Prâna alone having 
animated this body makes it rise up. It alone is the conscious 
Self. What is Prâna is Prajnâ, self‑consciousness; and what is 
self‑consciousness is also Prâna. They both live in the body 
together and together they pass out of it.” “That life is the same 
as our self‑consciousness.” Have you seen self‑consciousness 
where there was no life? It is impossible. Wherever there is 
self‑consciousness there must be life; self‑consciousness and 
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life are inseparable. You may say there is no self‑consciousness 
in trees and plants; how do you know it is not there? Is it 
because they have no brain? They may not have the same 
self‑consciousness as that of those who have brain, but they 
have nerves of their kind. How do you know a sensitive plant 
does not feel? All such dogmas of the theologians as that life 
is granted by the Creator to human beings alone, who would 
glorify His name, no longer appeal to us. Even the scientists 
of to‑day, like Ernst Haeckel, are beginning to realize that 
every plant has its soul, that every cell has its own life, that 
every atom has its soul; and wherever there is soul there is 
also intelligence, the source of self‑consciousness. It may be 
expressed imperfectly, it may be latent or waiting for proper 
manifestation; still wherever there is life there is some kind of 
intelligence; and wherever there is intelligence there must be 
life.

As we see in all living creatures, when life is gone, 
self‑consciousness is also gone, so when life is in a state of 
abeyance, either in faintness or in swoon, when the life‑force 
does not manifest itself in the form of organic functions or sense 
activities, self‑consciousness at that time remains latent. Then 
Indra said: “When a man goes into the deep sleep state, where 
he sees no dream whatever, his mind is absolutely at rest, is 
enveloped, as it were, with a veil of ignorance.” Sometimes when 
you wake up after dreamless sleep you feel as though you have 
come out of a realm of deep ignorance; in that state of sound 
sleep do you know what becomes of your sense activities,—
the powers of seeing, hearing, smelling? They remain latent in 
Prâna, they go back and take refuge in that life‑force. When 
the life‑force remains inactive, then other powers also become 
inactive. In deep sleep we do not speak, see or smell anything. 
If there be the noise of a gun right near our car we do not hear, 
neither does our mind think or imagine; all mental and physical 
powers remain potential, and come out as we wake up. The 
first awakening is visible in vital actions. In dreamless sleep 
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(Sushupti), however, the life‑force is not entirely separated 
from the central part of the body, because the subconscious 
activity of the Prâna is then manifested in the heart beat, in 
the circulation, digestion and in the respiratory process. If that 
force which causes the motion of the heart and lungs stops, 
there is absolute separation of the Prâna from the organs, then 
we do not wake. This is death. But in deep sleep we become 
one with Prâna, which absorbs all our conscious activities, and 
in the waking state they all return to their respective organs; 
the senses then begin to perceive and perform their functions.

Indra illustrates this by saying: “And when he awakes, then 
as from a blazing fire sparks shoot forth in all directions, so the 
sparks of the various sense‑powers proceed each toward its 
place and come in contact with external objects.” When a spark 
takes possession of the eye it illumines the object of sight, the 
form and color; another spark comes out and falls in the organ 
of hearing, it then illumines what we call sound. Similarly other 
sense‑powers proceed from Prâna like sparks. The mind itself is 
another spark which performs various mental functions.” But 

“when a person is going to die, being ill and falling into weakness 
and faintness, all the sense‑powers go back to their source; 
then people say ‘His mind has departed,’ he cannot hear or see, 
speak or imagine. Then he becomes one with Prâna alone.” As 
the Prâna leaves the body it takes with it all the sense‑powers, 
which are dependent upon it. The dying man carries with 
him the powers of seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, touching, 
seizing, moving, speaking, excreting, generating and the power 
of thinking as well as self‑consciousness. All the vital forces and 
subconscious activities of the organs are also withdrawn when 
Prâna leaves the body. Along with these the objects, like color, 
sound, odor, etc., that are illumined by the senses, are also 
taken away. When the power of seeing, for example, is drawn 
away all colors and all forms, which can be perceived by the eye, 
go with it.
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We shall see presently that the objects of the senses are 
inseparable from these sense‑powers; when the latter are 
withdrawn, the objects are taken with them. If all the sounds 
and words which we utter be stopped, then the power of 
speech will remain latent, and with it will go all the names which 
can be illumined by the power of speech. For the same reason, 
when the power of smell is withdrawn, all the perception and 
sensation of odor accompany it; and all thoughts, percepts, 
concepts, memory, volition and ideas disappear when mind 
and intellect cease to be active. This absolute and complete 
oneness with Prâna happens at the time of death. Since Prâna 
and self‑consciousness are inseparable, and since together they 
live in the body and together they go out of it, a man in this 
state is said to be dead.

All these organic powers which have been withdrawn with 
Prâna remain with him after death and he manifests them in 
another form. As in the state of waking after deep sleep mental 
and physical forces rise like sparks from a burning fire, so 
after the sleep of death all the latent powers come out from 
Prâna, manufacture other organs and perform their functions 
respectively. What is that force which manufactures the 
sense‑organs? It is the Prâna or life‑force, which contains in a 
potential form all the desires, impressions and tendencies of 
the previous existence.

When the activities of the senses, which reveal their objects, 
become latent, all sensations stop, and consequently ceases 
the relative existence of sense‑objects. The Self is the center 
of intelligence and consciousness. It is clothed with the Prâna 
or life‑force, a portion of which manifests itself subjectively 
as sense‑powers, while other portions express themselves 
as objects of sensation. As the objects of perception cannot 
exist without being related to the perceiving sense‑powers or 
subjects, similarly the subjects only exist as such so long as they 
are related to the objects.
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Here we should remember the truths which we have already 
learned: that the sense‑powers depend upon Prâna or life‑force, 
that Prâna and self‑consciousness are identical, and that 
objects are related to sensations because they cannot exist as 
independent of the powers of perception. There will be no color 
in relation to us if our power of sight be dead. For the same 
reason that which we call sound only exists in relation to the 
power of hearing. Similarly it can be shown that the external 
objects which we perceive are inseparable from our sensations 
of them, and these in turn depend upon our sense‑powers. An 
object of perception may be compared to a piece of cloth. As a 
cloth which is made out of threads is identical with the thread 
(for what is a piece of cloth but threads woven together?) so 
an object of perception, being woven together of sensations 
and sense‑powers is identical with them. The threads of 
sensations and sense‑powers, again, are twisted out of the 
forces of Prâna. The whole universe, therefore, depends upon 
Prâna or self‑consciousness; Self is the center of the universe as 
well as the center of each one of us. It is the foundation of life, 
inseparable from Prâna, and the producer of all sense‑powers. 
Indeed, Self is the origin of the phenomenal universe.

Again it is said that this Prâna or self‑consciousness is not many, 
but it is one. The life‑force in you is the same as the life‑force in 
me and in others. As life‑force is one, so self‑consciousness is one. 
The self‑consciousness in you is also the same as it is in me and 
in all living creatures. It is one throughout the universe. We can 
only infer from external signs the nature of self‑consciousness 
in other individuals and compare it with our own.

Self‑consciousness lies at the root of all knowledge. For 
without self‑consciousness speech does not make known any 
word; we do not perceive it. Without self‑consciousness the 
ear cannot reveal any sound. When our self‑consciousness 
is centered upon one particular object we do not see things 
which may lie in close contact with our eyes. For instance, 
when you are looking at something intently on the street, other 
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objects may pass by in front of you, but you do not notice 
them though your eyes are there. So with sounds, when your 
mind is concentrated on one particular sound you do not hear 
other sounds; a person may be calling, but you do not hear it; 
so when your mind is concentrated on any particular thought 
or idea, you do not see, hear, smell or taste or have any other 
sensation. In short, without self‑consciousness, no thoughts 
can rise in succession and nothing can be known. Therefore, it 
is said: “That which is the real seer we must know; we must 
not try to know the speech or the words, we must know the 
speaker, the Self. Where is the speaker? Find it out. Who is the 
seer? Find it out. Let no man find out what speech is, but let 
him find out the speaker. Let no man find out what sight is, but 
let him find out the seer. Let no man find out what sound is, but 
let him know the hearer.”

Scientists are trying to find out what sound is, but they do 
not care to know who is the hearer. Vedanta philosophers, on 
the contrary, go to the bottom of things; they do not care 
whether or not sound is the vibration of air. In order to become 
a sound any kind of vibration must be related to our power of 
hearing; if our power of hearing be withdrawn who will hear 
the sound? So what is the use of wasting our time in trying to 
know what sound is? First let us know the true nature of the 
sense‑powers, then their source, and ultimately the Knower of 
all sense‑objects. “Let no man try to find out tastes of food, let 
him know the knower of tastes. Let no man try to know what 
pleasure and pain are, let him know the knower of pleasure and 
pain. Let no man try to discover what joy or happiness is, let 
him know the knower of joy and happiness. Let no man try to 
know the thought, let him know the thinker. These objects of 
perception have reference to Prajnâ or self‑consciousness, and 
the subjects or sense‑powers have reference to objects. Objects 
have relation to subjects, subjects are related to objects; if there 
were no objects there would be no subjects, and vice versa. For 
on either side alone nothing can be achieved.”
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Self‑consciousness is described by Indra as the center of 
the wheel of a chariot. This body is the chariot and the outer 
circumference of the wheel is made up of sense‑objects, the 
spokes are the sense‑powers, which reveal these objects, and 
the nave, on which the spokes are fixed, is the Prâna, the 
life‑force. Thus the objects are placed on the subjects (spokes) 
and the subjects on Prâna. The Prâna or life‑force, which 
is inseparable from intelligence and self‑consciousness, is 
imperishable, immortal, and blessed, that is the true Self. True 
Self is not increased by good acts, or decreased by evil deeds. 
The sins of the world do not corrupt or change the nature of 
this true Self. The true Self is neither virtuous nor sinful, but it is 
always Divine and perfect. Good and evil deeds affect the ego, 
the doer and actor, and bring in return the results which the 
ego reaps. We shall have to understand that all good and evil 
works are dependent upon self‑consciousness and life‑force 
or Prâna. The source of consciousness and intelligence is the 
guardian of the world, the producer of all phenomena of the 
universe, and that is “my true Self.”

“And this Self‑knowledge will help all humanity in the path of 
immortality and perfection, which leads to the abode of peace and 
happiness.”
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IV.

Search After the Self.
“May all the functions of our minds, works of our bodies and 

activities of our senses please the Almighty Brahman, who is described 
in the Vedanta; may we not forget Him; may we realize His presence in 
us; may we not be forsaken by Him; may all Divine qualities adorn our 
souls and bring peace to our minds.

“Peace, Peace, Peace be unto us all.”
Chândogya Upanishad.

The ancient mythology of the Hindus, which resembles 
in many respects Greek mythology, describes how gods and 
demons took human forms and lived like human beings on this 
earth. Even in the earliest Upanishads we find accounts of such 
Devas (gods) and Asuras (demons) living together and fighting. 
It is told that the first‑born Lord of the universe, Prajâpati, once 
said to the gods and demons: “Why are you fighting for power 
and supremacy? The knowledge of the Self alone brings peace 
to the knower. The Self or Atman is sinless, free from old age 
and death, sorrow and suffering, hunger and thirst. Its desires 
are true and never unfulfilled; and its thoughts are always true. 
This Self must be sought after by all. Whosoever realizes the Self 
obtains whatever he wishes, his desires are fulfilled, all powers 
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come to him, and he becomes master of all worlds and of all 
the realms that exist on this earth as well as in the heavens.”

The gods and demons, who were ambitious and unhappy, 
thought after hearing this that it was a very easy thing then to 
become lord of the world and master of everything. Here begins 
the story, given in the Chândogya Upanishad, one of the oldest 
and most authentic writings on Vedanta. It belongs to the 
Sâma‑Veda, that portion of the Vedas which laid the foundation 
of the science of music in India. The scale of seven notes was 
first used in the hymns of the Sâma‑Veda, which were put into 
music and chanted or sung during religious rites and sacrifices. 
The narrative tells that the gods and demons, being thus 
instructed by Prajâpati, the first‑born Lord of all creatures, were 
awakened to a desire to attain Self‑knowledge. They inquired 
among themselves how they could gain that knowledge, which 
would make them the most powerful of all beings, and they 
were determined to search for that Self (Atman), by knowing 
which all worlds and all desires are obtained.

Here we should understand that demons are not evil spirits, 
but they are like human beings, strongly attached to the 
pleasures of the sense‑world. They know nothing of the higher 
ideals of life, they are materialistic in their views, and think that 
the body is all in all, and that everything is finished with the 
death of the body. They wish to rule over the whole universe, 
and their desires are never satiated; they always want more 
and more, and struggle constantly for power and strength. 
Human beings with such tendencies are described in the Vedas 
as Asuras or demons; while Devas, or gods, are those who are 
spiritual, righteous, self‑sacrificing, who do not consider earthly 
enjoyments and worldly pleasures to be the final aim of life, and 
whose ideal is to gain spiritual strength and spiritual power and 
to realize the Absolute Truth.

These Devas and Asuras thought that if they could send 
their leaders to some seer of Truth, then from them they could 
gather Self‑knowledge. So the gods and demons went to their 
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respective leaders, Indra and Virochana, and requested them 
to go in search after Self‑knowledge. Although they had all the 
pleasures and comforts of life and whatever human beings 
could wish for; although they possessed all psychic powers, 
property, wealth, luxury, and could get everything they desired, 
still they were not satisfied. They coveted more strength, more 
power, and when they heard from Prajâpati that there was 
something through which they could really become masters 
of the whole universe, they longed for it and were anxious to 
obtain it immediately.

Indra and Virochana, the rulers of the Devas and Asuras, set 
out separately to seek for a knower of Absolute Truth, who had 
realized the Self and who could impart his knowledge to others. 
They gave up their luxuries and pleasures, left their fine raiment 
and other possessions behind. With modesty and simplicity of 
manner, the two leaders, without communicating with each 
other, sought out the greatest of all the knowers of Self, and 
approached him with offerings in their hands in accordance 
with the custom of the country, for in India people do not visit a 
temple, king or spiritual teacher (Guru) empty‑handed. So they 
took fuel, butter, fruit with them, and with due reverence offered 
these to him, regarding him as their spiritual master. Having 
received his permission, they became his pupils and lived the 
life of purity and righteousness like Brahmachârins, or students, 
for thirty‑two years, always serving him and obeying his wishes. 
One day this holy master asked them why they had come to 
him and what they wanted. They replied: “We have heard from 
Prajâpati, the Lord of all creatures, that Self‑knowledge can 
make one extremely happy and bring all powers and all objects 
of desire to the knower; that the real Self is free from sin and 
old age, unborn and deathless, unaffected by hunger and thirst; 
that its desires are ever fulfilled and its thoughts are true and 
perfect. This Self must be searched after and realized. We have 
come to thee, O Lord, to acquire Self‑knowledge.”
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The great master, wishing to examine whether the 
understanding of these pupils was purified or not, did not 
instruct them in the highest Truth at the outset, but gave 
some suggestions, by which they could search out and discover 
the real Self that dwells within all. The best teacher is he who 
directs his students step by step in the path of realization and 
who makes them investigate the Truth by their own exertion. 
So the Divine master, who was Prajâpati himself in the form 
of a Guru, said to them: “The person that is seen in the eye is 
the real Self (Atman). He is free from sin, sorrow, suffering, and 
birth; immortal and fearless. By knowing him one can obtain 
all worlds and all desires.” Hearing this, the minds of the pupils 
were confused. They could not understand what the master 
meant by the expression, “The person that is seen in the eye 
is the Atman, the true Self.” They thought that he must mean 
the shadow that is seen in the pupil of the eye. When we look 
at a person’s eye we see in it the image of a small figure, the 
reflection of ourself; the master, however, did not mean that. 
He referred to the real agent of seeing, the ruler of all the senses, 
who is seen through the senses by the pure‑hearted Yogis alone. 
Thus misunderstanding the true meaning, the disciples asked: 
“Bhagavan, who is that which is seen in a mirror and perceived 
in the water? Is he the same person as the one who is seen in the 
eye?” The master, knowing that his pupils had not understood 
the true spirit, replied: “That real Self indeed is seen in all these.” 
Know it and realize it. Furthermore, to test his pupils’ power of 
understanding, he continued: “Go and look at yourselves in a 
bowl of water, and whatever you do not understand about the 
Self come and tell me.” The obedient pupils went and looked in 
the water, and seeing the reflection of their bodies they came 
back and said: “Yes, sir, we have seen what you meant.” The 
master asked: “Have you seen the Self or what?” The disciples 
answered: “We have seen ourselves altogether from head to foot, 
a perfect picture even to the hair and nails.” In order to bring 
them out of this confusion the master said: “After having your 
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hair and nails cut, put on your best garments, adorn yourselves 
with ornaments and look again in the bowl of water.” Following 
his instructions, they cleaned themselves, and wearing beautiful 
dresses and rich ornaments, they looked at their own reflection 
in the water. The spiritual master then asked: “Do you see the 
Self?” They said: “Revered sir, we see ourselves just as we are 
now, clean, well‑dressed and well‑adorned.” The master replied: 

“That is the Self, the immortal Atman, which is free from fear and 
sorrow.” Know it and realize it. The disciples went away satisfied 
in their hearts. Prajâpati, seeing them at a distance, cried out: 

“You have departed without acquiring the knowledge of the 
true Self; whoever among you, whether gods or demons, will 
follow this doctrine will perish.” But Indra and Virochana paid 
no heed to his words. They thought that they had realized the 
Self and went home feeling content.

Now Virochana, who had understood that the body was the 
Self, went to the Asuras, the demons, and preached the doctrine 
which he had learned. He taught them the most materialistic 
ideas, like those of the atheists and agnostics,—“The body is 
the Self; the body alone is to be worshipped and served. By 
glorifying the self and serving the body one becomes master of 
the worlds and obtains everything.” The demons, following his 
instructions, became absolutely materialistic in their views and 
began to decorate and worship their gross physical forms.

Even in the present age many such demons are to be found 
in this world. Those who uphold atheistic, agnostic and selfish 
doctrines possess demoniac tendencies. They care for nothing 
but their own bodies and do not feel for others. They are not 
charitable, neither do they give alms to the poor. They have 
no faith in anything higher than their own material form. The 
demons of to‑day offer no sacrifice to God. They decorate 
the body of the living or of the dead with flowers, perfumes, 
ornaments, and fine raiment, and vainly imagine that by thus 
worshipping the body they will conquer the worlds.
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The lord of the Devas, Indra, however, had better sense than 
the ruler of the demons; he went home, but he hesitated to 
preach before the gods. Remembering what the Lord of all 
creatures had described, that “the Atman or Self must be free 
from hunger, thirst, birth, death and sorrow, that it is immortal 
and fearless,” he said to himself: “This body cannot be the true 
Self, because it is subject to hunger and thirst, and is not free 
from any of these imperfections. How could the master have 
meant by true Self the shadow of this body, when the body is 
subject to birth, disease and death? I see no good result from 
this doctrine.” Thus dissatisfied Indra determined to return to 
his master as a pupil with offerings in his hand. When he came 
again the master said to him: “You went away with Virochana 
satisfied in your mind that you had learned the truth and 
gained the knowledge of the Self; for what purpose have you 
returned?” Indra replied: “Bhagavan, how can the shadow of the 
body be the true Self when it goes through constant changes? If 
the body is well‑decorated with flowers and beautiful costumes 
the Self (shadow) has a different appearance. If one loses ones 
eyes the shadow (the Self) will look as though blind, that Self 
(shadow) will be lame if the body is lame, crippled if the body is 
crippled, and will perish with the death of the body. Therefore, 
that changeable shadow cannot be the unchangeable Self. I do 
not see any good result from such a doctrine. Please explain my 
difficulty and make me understand the true Self.” The master 
replied: “O, Indra, so it is indeed. I shall explain to you the true 
Self. Live with me as my disciple for another thirty‑two years.”

Indra lived with his master and served him for another 
thirty‑two years. One day the master, being pleased with the 
purity, chastity and devotion of his pupil, instructed him thus: 

“That which enjoys all dreams during sleep is the true Self. It 
is the immortal and fearless Brahman (the Absolute).” Know 
it, realize it, and be conscious of it. Hearing this, Indra went 
home satisfied in his heart. But before speaking to the Devas 
he found another difficulty. He understood, The Self (Atman) 
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which enjoys dreams is not the same as the shadow of the body, 
it is not affected by physical changes. It is true that this Self is 
not blind when the body is blind, or lame when the body is 
lame, nor is it injured if the body be injured; but how can the 
seer of dreams be immortal when it is subject to change and 
fear, and suffers pain in unpleasant dreams? Thus thinking, he 
said: “I do not see good in this doctrine; I must go again and ask 
my master concerning this perplexity.” Indra went to Prajâpati, 
his spiritual teacher, the third time and questioned him thus: 

“How could that changeable seer of dreams be the true Self, 
which is unchangeable, immortal, free from sin, hunger, sorrow, 
suffering, birth, and death?” The master replied: “O, Indra, you 
are right. I will explain to you again, stay with me another 
thirty‑two years. “

At the end of that time the master said: “In sound sleep that 
which enjoys perfect rest and sees no dreams is the true Self or 
Atman, which is immortal.” Indra thought, how can that be the 
immortal Self, which is not conscious of itself or of anything 
else? No knowledge or consciousness remains in this state, 
Everything is destroyed then. Did the master mean by Self the 
destruction of all thoughts, feelings, sensation, consciousness 
and knowledge? In deep sleep state we have neither feelings, 
nor dreams, nor sensations, nor consciousness of the body or of 
the external world. He could not understand how that state of 
annihilation could be the true Self, so he came back and asked 
the question : “Bhagavan, dost thou mean that true Self is the 
state of absolute annihilation of consciousness, knowledge, 
sensation and feelings?” The master answered: “No, that is 
not true Self.” Here we should notice how the great spiritual 
master gradually directs the mind of the disciple from the gross 
physical body through the abstract to the Absolute. True Self 
is the Absolute beyond all comprehension. If we start from this 
state of dreamless sleep, rising above all feelings, thoughts and 
sensations, and if we can go still further we shall find our true 
Self. Now the master was extremely gratified to see his return 
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and said: “Your understanding is profound; I will explain to you 
what true Self is. Live with me for another five years and no 
more.”

At the end of the last five years the master imparted the 
highest knowledge to his faithful pupil: “This gross physical 
body cannot be the Self, it is subject to death, in fact, it is 
constantly attacked by death.” The life of the body is nothing 
but a series of deaths or changes. Every particle of the body 
is continually changing, and if that change stops for a second 
the body will live no more. “By death this body is perpetually 
attacked; death is always working in the body.” The word “body” 
here includes all the sense‑organs. The organs of the senses are 
also subject to similar changes, consequently they are dying at 
every moment. “The body is the abode or instrument of the Self, 
which is immortal and without body.” Through this instrument 
the Self or Atman comes in contact with the gross material 
world. If the true Self does not manufacture the body it cannot 
come in direct touch with the objects of the senses. The body, 
therefore, exists for the enjoyment of the Self; it is the medium 
with which the Self being identified, it thinks “I am the body” 
and experiences heat and cold, pleasure and pain. But the ruler 
of this body is the Self, while the body is its abode.

The real agent that perceives through the senses is the 
true Self within us. Sensations are produced by the contact 
of material objects with the sense‑organs. The gross objects, 
having forms, cannot directly come in close contact with the 
Self unless it manifests itself through the physical form of the 
body. But formless is the true nature of the Self, who is the 
knower of this body, the enjoyer of sensations, the doer of all 
actions. “The Self,” said the master, “has no particular form.” It 
dwells within the body without having any special shape. We 
should bear in mind that our true Self is formless, although our 
body is with form; then we should understand that the changes 
of the body do not affect the Self. Since the Self is formless, how 
can it be the same as the shadow of the body? The lord of the 
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demons, having his intellect covered with Tamas, the darkness 
of ignorance, and having an impure mind and an imperfect 
understanding, could not grasp the true meaning of the Self. 
The master waited for him to ask further questions, but as he 
went away satisfied in his heart that he had learned everything 
regarding the Self, Prajâpati was not anxious to force upon him 
his knowledge of the Absolute Self or Atman, which he was 
utterly incapable of receiving. Virochana, therefore, did not 
acquire the knowledge of the true Self, which is formless and 
immortal.

All the organs of the senses, all sensations, in fact everything 
connected with the body, is transitory; if we can realize this we 
can know that the immortal Self cannot be one with the body. 
This formless Self dwells in the body for a time, and after leaving 
it remains formless. “So long as the Self (Atman) lives in the 
body and is identified with it, it is not free from pleasure and 
pain, but he who knows the Self as separate from the physical 
abode, is untouched by pleasure and pain.” It may be asked. 
How can the formless Atman manifest itself through the body 
which has a form? Wind has no form, steam has no particular 
form, electricity is formless, but still they appear through 
forms. When the wind blows, although it is formless, it comes 
in direct contact with objects with form, and shows its form 
and power by moving them; so, also, steam is without form, but 
think how it manifests its gigantic force through engines and 
locomotives. The atmosphere is filled with electricity, which is 
imperceptible to our eyes and senses, yet it takes various forms, 
such as lightning and thunder. We do not feel the presence 
of atmospheric electricity; it required a Marconi to make us 
realize the value and importance of this invisible current in 
the atmosphere. The forces of nature are always invisible and 
formless. No one has ever seen or touched a force per se. Its 
existence can only be inferred by seeing its manifestation 
through forms. As all the imperceptible forces can be perceived 
by the senses under certain conditions, so the Atman or true 
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Self, although imperceptible by nature, manifests its power and 
intelligence through the form of the physical body. How can 
we know the power of thinking except by its manifestation 
as thoughts? In the same manner the existence of the powers 
of seeing and feeling is inferred from their expressions. If the 
sight remains unmanifested in a man we call him blind; and 
he is known as an idiot whose mental and intellectual powers 
have become latent; but when the expression of these powers 
begins we see their outward effects. No one could have 
inferred what powers exist in the Atman if the true Self had not 
manifested through the body the powers of seeing, smelling, 
tasting, touching, moving, seizing, thinking, feeling, etc. They 
proceed from the Atman, the self‑intelligent center within 
us. In the state of ignorance these faculties of the soul appear 
as produced by the body, which is mistaken for the Self; but 
when the light of Self‑knowledge begins to shine the Atman 
reveals itself in its true nature as separate from the body and 
possessing all powers and intelligence. As an ignoramus cannot 
distinguish the wind clouds and electricity from etherial space, 
so a self‑deluded soul cannot distinguish the true Self from the 
material organism. He who possesses Self‑knowledge, realizes 
that the Atman is the Highest Being (Purusha). He is always 
happy, enjoying the play of life’s sports under all conditions and 
never thinking of the material body, which is the mere abode of 
the intelligent Self.

The true Self, as we have already seen, possesses Prajnâ, 
intelligence, and Prâna, activity, these two will be found at the 
foundation of the phenomenal universe. When these are latent 
or potential there is no evolution. Vibrations of all kinds, cosmic 
or molecular, and all kinds of motion are but the expressions of 
the activity of Prâna. Intelligence is manifested by human beings, 
as also by lower animals, the difference being only in degree and 
not in kind of manifestation. Wherever intelligence, life‑force or 
any kind of activity is to be found, there is the expression of the 
Self. No knowledge is possible without self‑consciousness. First 
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we must know ourselves before we can know anything. We may 
not know our real Self on account of imperfect understanding, 
still we possess some kind of self‑consciousness. In Vedanta 
these two, intelligence and Prâna are described as the ultimate 
generalizations of all phenomena of the universe; and they 
proceed from the Cosmic Self or Brahman, which is the source 
of all knowledge and of the activity of mind and senses.

Indra said: “The Self is the greatest Being in the universe.” 
When properly understood we cannot separate this Atman 
or true Self from the universal or Cosmic Being, because there 
exists only one ocean of the absolute Being or substance which 
is called by various names, such as God, Brahman, Atman, Self, 
When that absolute Being expresses itself through our forms 
it becomes our true Self, the source of mental and physical 
activity, as well as of intelligence and consciousness. All desires 
are certain forms of mental activity; they could neither rise nor 
exist if the self‑conscious entity were not at the foundation of 
all activities. He who has acquired Self‑Knowledge can live in 
the world performing all kinds of works, enjoying all pleasures, 
but at the same time without being affected or disturbed by 
any unpleasant condition of this world. The knowledge of 
Self protects the soul from being agitated by phenomenal 
changes. “As a horse, being yoked to a carriage makes it move, 
so this conscious Self, being attached to the chariot of the 
body, makes it perform its functions by the power of Prâna and 
intelligence.” Or we may compare the body to an automobile, 
the propelling power of which proceeds from the true Self. If 
the Self be separated or disconnected from the organs of the 
senses the eyes will see no sight, the ears will hear no sound, 
the nose will smell no odor, the tongue will taste nothing, the 
hands and feet will perform no work. Indra continued: “The eye 
itself is only an instrument, the seer is behind the pupil of the 
eye. The real seer and knower of sight is the true Self. The nose 
is the instrument, but the knower of smell is the true Self. The 
tongue is the instrument of speech, but the knower of speech 
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is the conscious Self; the ear is the instrument of hearing, but 
he who hears is the true Self. He who thinks is the true Self, 
and the mind is his spiritual eye. Through this spiritual or divine 
eye the Self or Atman sees all pleasures and rejoices.” The mind, 
intellect, heart, are the instruments of the true Self, which is the 
knower of all mental activities.

“The Devas, who are in the highest heaven, worship and 
meditate upon this Self; therefore, all worlds belong to them 
and they have obtained the fulfilment of all desires. He who 
knows this Self and realizes it obtains all worlds and all desires.” 
He who possesses Self‑knowledge is the master of the world 
and lord of everything, like the gods of the highest heaven. In 
him all desires are fulfilled. He no longer desires anything of the 
world, nor does he seek happiness from outside. He possesses 
all powers; in short, he is omnipotent, omniscient and ever 
blissful. Thus the great master explained the mystery of the true 
Self; and the earnest, sincere and pure‑hearted disciple realized 
it through his blessing. Indra served Prajâpati one hundred and 
one years, as it is said in the story. This shows that knowledge of 
the true Self cannot be easily acquired. Patience, perseverance, 
and earnest and sincere longing are the steps toward the 
attainment of Self‑knowledge.

Indra became happy, and with gratitude in heart and 
salutations to his Divine master, he went home and gave the 
fruit of his hard labor to the Devas. All of them followed his 
directions, realized the Self and became masters of the worlds. 
Such is the power and greatness of Self‑knowledge.
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V.

Realization of the Self.
“May the Divine Self protect the teacher and the student. May 

he feed our souls with the nectar of eternal truth. May he grant us 
spiritual strength. May our studies bring the realization of the absolute!

“Peace, Peace, Peace be unto us and to all living creatures.”
Kena Upanishad.

A seeker after Self‑knowledge, having performed all 
the duties of his life, discovered that the performance 
of duty could not bring peace to his mind. He had 

worshipped all the Devas or bright spirits, and had served the 
gods, but he had not received the knowledge of his real Self. Nor 
had he found satisfaction, although he had spent most of his 
time in devotion to the Supreme. Thus learning that happiness, 
peace and knowledge cannot be obtained from sense‑objects 
or from earthly relations, and realizing the ephemeral character 
of the phenomenal world, he could no longer remain content 
with the pleasures of a worldly life, so he renounced all his 
attachment to earthly things.

He also gave up all studies, because he had discovered that 
the reading of the Scriptures could not give Self‑knowledge or 
absolute happiness; for books and Scriptures simply remind us 
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of the higher truths, but they cannot bring the highest Truth 
within the reach of our soul. Those who think that spiritual 
realization will come from the study of the Scriptures and 
sacred books are mistaken. The Scriptures describe certain 
spiritual truths, such as the existence of God, Divine Love, 
salvation, but by squeezing the pages of the book no one can 
gain the realization of these truths any more than one can get a 
drop of water by squeezing the pages of the almanac, in which 
the annual rainfall is mentioned. Before we can comprehend 
the spirit of any Scriptural text we shall have to realize the truth 
described in it.

This seeker after Self‑knowledge, therefore, abandoned all 
studies, and went to a spiritual teacher who had known the 
Self. He approached him like a humble pupil, longing to acquire 
Self‑knowledge. He had no other desire; he did not care to go to 
heaven or to enjoy celestial pleasures; his sole aim and ideal in 
life was to know the true nature of the Self. Nothing else could 
please him or make him happy; his heart was longing for that 
nectar of wisdom which flows in the soul of a knower of the 
Atman. Though he had come to understand that the physical 
body was not all in all, that the mind, the director of the senses, 
was not the unchangeable Reality, but was subject to constant 
change, yet his thirst for knowledge was unquenched. Now he 
was eager to search after that unchangeable and absolute Truth, 
which is the Soul of our souls and the Ruler of all. Having bowed 
his head with deep reverence at the feet of the great spiritual 
teacher, the pupil asked: “Revered Sir, who is it that governs the 
mind, and by what power is the mind directed to perform its 
functions? What force guides the Prâna and the sense‑powers? 
Why is it that we are so active, what is the cause of our activity? 
Who is this speaker of words? Who is the seer of sights? Who is 
the hearer of sounds? What power controls the organs of sight, 
hearing, and the other senses?”

With this inquiry begins the Kena Upanishad, which had 
been handed down through memory for generations before 
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the art of writing was known in India. It shows how old and 
sublime are the teachings of Vedanta. Think of the antiquity 
and the deep meaning of these questions! We know that our 
mind is constantly active; new thoughts and ideas are rising 
and going down. Mind wanders from here to there; sometimes 
it is in England, or in India, sometimes it runs to the sun, moon, 
stars or other planets; hence the seeker after Self‑knowledge 
asked: “Who is the director of this constant activity of the 
mind?” The master answered: “That which is the hearer of 
hearing, the thinker of thoughts, the speaker of words, the 
mover of all activities of the sense‑organs, the seer of sights.” 
Let us understand the meaning of “That which is the hearer of 
hearing.” First of all we must inquire, What is meant by hearing? 
Hearing signifies that power by which we perceive the existence 
of what we call sound, or in other words, that organic activity 
which illumines the vibration of sound; so the hearer of hearing 
refers to the illuminator of the power of hearing, without which 
no sound can be heard. The spirit of the master’s reply was, The 
director of the mind is that which illuminates the powers of 
hearing, seeing, thinking, and of speech, as well as the knower 
of all the activities of our sense‑organs.

The power of seeing, again, means that organic function 
by which the object of sight is illuminated or made known to 
us. The organ of sight, however, has not the power to produce 
consciousness or intelligence. The power of seeing exists so long 
as there is Self‑consciousness behind it. The organs of vision, as 
the eye, the retina, the optic nerve, the brain cells, together 
with all their activities, do not produce the consciousness of 
color or the object of vision. In a dead person all these organs 
may be in a perfect condition, but the perception of sight or 
the sensation of color will not be felt by the body. The body 
itself has not the power to see or perceive any external object. 
Thus by analyzing our perceptions we can understand that the 
activities of the sense‑organs are unconscious by nature. The 
conscious Self which illumines the organic functions is the seer 
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of sights, the hearer of sounds, and the knower of all sensations. 
It is also the thinker of thoughts within us. That intelligent Self, 
which is the source of consciousness and knowledge, must be 
known as the director of the mind and senses. When we have 
realized the cause of self‑consciousness, we have understood 
the power which directs the mind.

According to Vedanta, mind is “finer matter in vibration.” 
The vibration of the mind substance produces perceptions 
and sensations, and reveals things which cannot be revealed 
by vibrations of grosser matter. The functions of the mind are 
nothing but the vibrations of the finer particles of the etherial 
substance called in Sanskrit Sattwa. But the vibration of this 
substance does not produce intelligence or consciousness. It is 
insentient by nature. The mind substance appears as intelligent 
when it is in close contact with the conscious Self or Atman, 
just as a piece of iron, having absorbed the heat of a furnace, 
appears as red‑hot and is able to burn. The conscious Self may 
be compared to a magnet which attracts the iron of the mind 
substance. When a piece of iron, being attracted by a magnet, 
moves, that motion is not natural with the iron, but is caused 
by its proximity and close contact with the magnet. As the very 
presence of the magnet produces activity in the iron, so the 
very presence of the Self (Atman) creates the activity of the 
mind substance; but the Self is not confined within the limits of 
the mind substance, because the true Self is beyond all relations 
of space and time.

The master continued: “Knowing this Self, the wise, being 
freed from this world, become immortal.” Those who have 
known that source of intelligence, the true Self, attain to 
immortality, but those who have not known it remain attached 
to the material body and senses, and are therefore subject to 
birth and death. This is one of the results of Self‑knowledge,—
knowing our true Self we become immortal. Although the 
true nature of the soul, according to Vedanta, is immortal, and 
immortality is our birthright, still we do not attain it until we 
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have become conscious of our immortal Self. So long as we 
think that we are mortal we have fear of death. When the 
consciousness of the immortal Self is gained all fear vanishes. 
Fear of death rises from ignorance, which makes us forget our 
immortal nature and identify ourselves with the material body, 
which is subject to death. Thus, becoming one with the mortal 
body, we begin to fear death and suffer from anxiety and misery, 
How can we expect to be free from fear of death when we have 
identified our Self with the body, which will surely die? This 
fear, however, ceases to trouble him who has realized that the 
body is like a shell, a house, or a receptacle of the soul, which is 
deathless by nature. The soul manufactures the physical body 
in order to fulfill certain desires and purposes of life. He who 
has known this truth has risen above all fear. Therefore, it is said: 

“Those who have obtained the knowledge of the real Self are 
called the wise, and after the death of the body they transcend 
the realm of birth and death. This is the greatest object to be 
achieved in this world of relativity.

We have come here to fulfill a certain purpose. At present 
we may think that the highest purpose of earthly life is to gain 
material prosperity, success in business, fulfilment of ambition 
and sense desires; but the time is sure to come when we shall 
realize that all these are momentary, that the real purpose of 
life is much higher and more permanent. It is very difficult to 
understand the true purpose of life. Few people in this world 
have found a perfect standard by which they can measure 
correctly whether or not they have fulfilled that purpose. Each 
one of us will have to find out what is the highest ideal of life. It 
is the attainment of Self‑knowledge.

Self‑knowledge brings to the soul absolute freedom. It is by 
Self‑knowledge that we can obtain everything we desire. In this 
world there is nothing higher than the knowledge of the true 
Self. The knowledge which we now possess is imperfect, it is 
only a partial expression of the all‑knowing nature of the Divine 
Self. That imperfection is due to the limitations or imperfect 
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conditions of the Buddhi or intellect which reflects the Divine 
wisdom. But when the limitations are removed and the intellect 
is purified true and perfect wisdom begins to shine within. If 
the mirror be covered with mud, it will not have the power to 
reflect the light of the sun; so when the mirror of the intellect 
or Buddhi is covered with the mud of worldliness, it does 
not reflect the light of wisdom which emanates from Atman 
the Divine Sun. In order to learn this truth and the method 
by which our intellect and heart may be purified we need the 
help of a Guru or spiritual master. Knowledge is one, not many. 
The same knowledge which we now possess will be the highest 
knowledge when it will reveal our immortal Self. Therefore, the 
wise men who know the true Self, attain to immortality even 
during this lifetime.

The pupil desired to see that Self, which is the director of 
the mind and the seer of the sight, and by knowing which one 
becomes immortal. The master said: “The power of seeing 
cannot reveal the Self.” The disciple thought: “If the eye cannot 
reveal the Self its nature may be described.” To this the teacher 
replied: “Words fail to describe it; the mind cannot reach it. We 
cannot know it by mind, intellect or understanding how can 
anyone teach it?” The Self is the thinker of thoughts. Mind can 
only think when directed by the Self who is beyond all thoughts. 
The very act of thinking presupposes self‑consciousness, and 
all thoughts are only possible through self‑consciousness; 
therefore, that which is above and beyond all thoughts cannot 
be revealed by the mind or intellect. When the mind cannot 
think of it how is it possible for the eye to see the true Self? 
The power of sight can reveal that which is in relation to our 
eyesight. The true Self can never be brought within the reach 
of sense‑perceptions. The master continued: “It is far from the 
known and also it is above the unknown. Thus we have heard 
from the ancient sages who taught us this.” From ancient 
times the great seers of Truth have declared that the real Self 
is neither known nor knowable, and yet it is neither unknown 
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nor unknowable. Ordinarily we say, “We know a thing,” “the 
knowledge of this book,” etc. In this sense the Atman can never 
be known or made an object of knowledge.

Let us understand this clearly. When we speak of knowing a 
thing we mean relative knowledge by intellect; and we convey 
the same idea when we say “we do not know a thing.” Again, 
intellect can reveal those things which are related to the senses 
or are subject to sense‑perception. It is more or less dependent 
upon sense‑powers; consequently its sphere is very limited, for 
the senses can reach only within a small circle. For instance, 
we hear sound through our ears. The sound is audible within 
a certain degree of vibration; if the vibration of air be above 
or below that scale we cannot hear; although there may be a 
tremendous noise, still our ears are deaf to it. The same may 
be said of the eye; the range of sight is equally narrow. Now we 
can see how very limited that intellect must be which depends 
upon these powers of perception. Therefore, that intellectual 
knowledge, which is related to sense‑perceptions, is secondary 
knowledge; it cannot reveal the Self; hence it is said that the 

“Self is far from the known,” Furthermore, when we say “we do 
not know this thing” we mean that we are conscious of our 
ignorance, we have the knowledge of the fact that we do not 
understand it or know it by intellect. This ignorance is nothing 
but the lack of the intellectual apprehension of the thing, which 
we have called secondary knowledge. It is, however, revealed to 
us by another knowledge which does not depend upon intellect 
or upon sense‑perception. That apperception by which we 
know that we do not know this thing proceeds from the Self. 
Therefore, the Self is neither known nor unknown, but beyond 
relative knowledge and ignorance. “We have heard it from our 
great masters which passed away before us.” Although this 
Upanishad of the Sâma Veda is very old, still the teacher here 
refers to the authority of other seers of Truth who preceded 
him and from whom Self‑knowledge had been handed down 
through generations.
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The master said: “That which cannot be expressed by speech, 
but which is the speaker and director of speech, that alone 
know as the highest Self (the Brahman); not that which people 
worship here.” Every attribute that we give to God is not His 
attribute in reality. We call Him good, but He is not merely good; 
strictly speaking, He is beyond good and evil. We project our 
idea of good, mentally separate it from evil, and increasing its 
dimension, attribute it to the Infinite Being and call Him good. 
At the same time we forget that that which is good demands 
something better, and that better again requires something 
which is best. This shows how foolish we are when we seem 
to be contented after calling Him good. God is in reality 
beyond our conception of good, which is relative and limited. 
In this manner it can be shown that every attribute which we 
can think of, nay, every word which we can utter is finite in 
its meaning and idea. Yet if we go a little deeper we shall find 
that no thought can exist and no word can be uttered unless 
there be the self‑conscious thinker and speaker behind. This 
self‑consciousness is caused by the light of intelligence which 
proceeds from the Self. Therefore, the Self is the absolute Truth 
inexpressible by speech. It is the illuminator of speech, but it 
can never be illumined by words.

Is Self (Atman) the same thing which is worshipped by all 
the great devotees and worshippers of God? Is it some Personal 
God dwelling outside of us and directing our minds and senses 
by will and command? Is Self the same Being who is called 
by different names, as Father in heaven, or Allah, whom we 
worship with prayers and offerings? Is the Atman the same 
as an angel or bright spirit? What is it? Reading the mental 
question of his pupil the master said: “Not that which people 
worship here.” The worshipper of a Personal God with a name 
and form is not the worshipper of the absolute Truth, because 
he worships the phenomenal God. Name and form being both 
phenomenal, our conception of the Divinity with a name and 
form is phenomenal and anthropomorphic, or in other words, 
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we create an ideal God by projecting our ideas, give Him 
attributes according to our conception and then worship Him 
by offering Him our prayers. Prayers are nothing but words; 
we send these words to the Personal God in order to obtain 
certain results, but He, to whom we pray with words, is not the 
director of speech. That Self which is in us and makes us speak 
and pray is different from that which we worship with prayers. 
The Personal God with a form and a name is not the highest. 
This may seem strange to us, but we cannot deny it. God with 
a name and form, who can be described by words and thought 
of by our minds, is not the Absolute. There is a saying, “When 
God is known He is no longer God, He is our imagination.” The 
Absolute Divinity is different from that which is worshipped.

Again, that which can be thought of by the mind is not 
the Absolute Truth or Brahman. Therefore, the master said: 

“That which cannot be cognized by the mind but by which all 
mental functions are cognized, know that to be your true Self 
(Brahman), but not that which people worship.” “That which 
cannot be perceived by the eye, but by which the eyes are 
made to see, know that to be the Self (the Absolute Brahman), 
not that which people worship.” “That which cannot be heard 
by the ear, but by which the ear is made capable of hearing a 
sound, know that to be the Self (the Absolute Brahman), not 
that which people worship.” “That which cannot be perceived 
by the power of smell, but by which the organ of smell perceives 
odor, know that to be the Self (the Absolute Brahman) not that 
which people worship.” These verses show that the true Self, 
who is the director of the mind and senses, is not the same 
as the Personal God whom people worship, but it is one with 
Brahman, the absolute Truth.

Having heard this, the seeker after Self‑knowledge went 
into meditation and searched for the illuminator or director 
of the mind, that which is beyond the reach of our thoughts, 
words and sense‑powers. He spent some time in Samâdhi or 
the superconscious state, and realizing the Self he returned to 
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the ordinary plane of consciousness and said: “I have known 
and realized the absolute Truth, I have known the Self.” The 
master replied: “If you think that you know the Self, then you 
know very little of it.” If you believe that you have known the 
Absolute Brahman perfectly, you have known very little of the 
Truth which dwells in you as well as in the universe. Truth is 
one. When you begin to think that you have known the Truth, 
you are using your secondary knowledge of the intellect, which 
cannot reveal the Absolute. If you imagine that you have known 
the Self or Brahman, who is the director of the mind, you have 
comprehended very little of it. If you think that you have 
realized it as dwelling in your body, you have not understood 
its absolute nature. If you believe that you have cognized it as 
dwelling outside your body, still you have not realized the Truth. 
If you have known the Self as God, the Creator of the universe, 
you have apprehended very little of it.

Here the question rises, “Why is it that we have known very 
little of the Self if we have known it as dwelling in our body?” 
Because that something which is the director of the mind does 
not dwell in one place; it is beyond the space relation. Therefore, 
when we have known it as dwelling in a particular place and 
not anywhere else, we have not realized the Truth. Again, if we 
have perceived it as dwelling outside of us and not in us, then 
also we have not known that this Being is all‑pervading and 
beyond the relation of time and space; but we have known only 
that much of the Infinite which is limited by time and space 
and conditioned by their relations.

Then the disciple sat in meditation once more, and his 
soul, rising above the plane of thoughts, entered into the 
superconscious state. Having remained there for some time he 
came back to the plane of sense‑consciousness and declared: “I 
do not think I know the Self well, nor do I know that I do not 
know it at all. The Self is neither to be known nor is it the same 
as that which is absolutely unknown; he who has known this 
truth has realized it (the Absolute Brahman).” What he meant 
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by this was that Self‑knowledge is beyond relative knowledge 
and ignorance. Whatever we know by the understanding is 
only possible through the light of intelligence which proceeds 
from the true Self; there is no other knower of the Self, who 
is the illuminator of mind and thoughts. The Self is in reality 
the eternal knower, there is nothing in the universe that can 
know the true Self, yet it is the source of all the true knowledge 
that we possess. It is always the subject of knowledge or 
consciousness, but never its object. Furthermore, the disciple 
said: “He who thinks that the Self (Brahman) can never become 
an object of knowledge thinks rightly; but he who thinks ‘I have 
known it,’ has not realized its true nature. The Self (Brahman) is 
not known by those who think it is known; but it is realized by 
those who think it is not known.”

This seems an enigma; what does it mean? If we analyze 
our perceptions what do we find ? When we see a color, we 
find that the sensation of color is produced by light which is 
a certain kind of vibration of the ether. A ray of light coming 
in contact with the retina? causes some kind of molecular 
change in them; this being carried by the optic nerves into the 
brain cells creates certain molecular vibration in those cells. 
It requires a conscious ego to translate this vibration into a 
sensation, which we perceive and call color. If the conscious 
ego be not there, then these vibrations may be carried to the 
brain centers where they may produce other changes, but still 
we shall not see the color. For instance, when we are looking 
at a color, if our mind be suddenly distracted or concentrated 
on some other object, the color may remain before our eyes, 
yet we do not see it. Although the vibration of light has been 
carried to the brain centers, the molecular changes have been 
formed and all the physiological conditions are fulfilled, still we 
have no sensation of color, because there is no one to translate 
the molecular vibrations of the brain cells into the sensation 
of color. The ego who translates them is concentrated on 
something else. But when the changes are translated by 
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the ego into sensations, then we perceive it. Now let us go a 
little deeper. Behind this intellectual perception there is the 
self‑consciousness of the ego. If the ego be unconscious, if there 
be no sense of “I,” then these vibrations will come through 
the senses and pass away without producing any sensation in 
the mind. Again, if the mind be separated from the source of 
apperception and intelligence, then the sensations will remain 
in the subconscious mind without affecting the conscious ego. 
This source of consciousness in us is the knower. It is our true 
Self.

We know that we are sitting here; when we walk, we know 
that we are walking; when we perform an act, we know that we 
are performing it; this knower of all acts and thoughts is the 
director. Is that knowledge different from our true Self? No, it is 
inseparable from our Self; our true Self is like a sea of intelligence. 
Some people say that knowledge proceeds from the Self, or in 
other words, that from which this knowledge proceeds is the 
Self. This would imply that the Self is separate from knowledge 
and would raise the question, “What is then the nature of the 
true Self?” According to monistic Vedanta the true nature of the 
Self or Atman or Brahman is absolute knowledge or absolute 
intelligence which never changes. The functions of the intellect 
and mind are changeable, but Self‑knowledge is unchangeable. 
Suppose you have a feeling; when it rises, you feel it and know 
that there is that feeling; when it subsides and another takes 
its place, then also you know that the new feeling is there. The 
knowledge by which you cognize each feeling cannot be known 
by any other knowledge, for there is only one knowledge in the 
universe; consequently the knower of that knowledge cannot 
be known by any other knowledge. That by which you know 
the existence of a feeling or a sensation cannot be revealed by 
intellect, understanding or any other faculty. Upon it depends 
intellectual understanding. Whenever we perceive any object 
through the senses, that knowledge is a partial expression of 
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the Self or absolute knowledge, which directs the mind and 
senses to perform their functions.

The nature of the Self is all‑knowing; its knowledge does not 
depend upon the relation between the knower and the object 
of knowledge, but it remains unchanged even when all the 
objects of knowledge have ceased to exist. The all‑knowing Self 
may be compared to the self‑effulgent sun. As the nature of the 
sun is to illumine himself as well as other objects, so the light of 
the Self illumines its own nature as also the phenomenal world. 
The sun himself can illumine everything as well as his own form, 
we do not need a candle or a torch to see him; therefore, we call 
him self‑effulgent. Self‑effulgence does not need any other light 
to illumine its nature. For the same reason the Atman is said 
to be the self‑effulgent sun of knowledge. That knowledge by 
which we perceive all sensations and feelings, organic functions, 
intellection, understanding and other activities of the mind as 
well as external objects, the sun, moon, stars, is the light of the 
self‑effulgent Atman or Self, which is the source of intelligence 
and consciousness.

This self‑effulgent Atman is the knower and director of the 
mind and senses. The mind and senses will not perform any 
function if they are separated from the self‑effulgent light of 
knowledge. Mind, as we have already seen, is “finer matter in 
vibration.” Vedanta does not teach that mind is the same as 
the Self or spirit. There is no intelligence in the vibration of the 
mind substance. It is not the source of consciousness. All the 
activities of the mind may stop, still we shall remain conscious 
of our Self. In the state of Samâdhi there may not be any feeling, 
like fear, anger, or any other modification of the mind substance, 
such as volition, desire, emotion, will, determination, cognition, 
or understanding, but still one does not lose self‑consciousness 
or become absolutely unconscious in that state. This will prove 
that pure consciousness or pure intelligence is separate from 
and independent of mental functions.
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All these functions and sensations can be stopped by 
entering into superconsciousness; in short, one can cut off 
all connection with the body and mind and still continue to 
be conscious on the higher plane. It will be difficult for those 
who have not realized Samâdhi to grasp this truth. Intellectual 
knowledge will not reveal the Self; we must learn the method of 
going beyond intellect and rising above the realm of thoughts 
if we wish to realize the Absolute Self or Atman. Intellectual 
apprehension being relative and imperfect, cannot transcend 
the limits of phenomena and cannot reach the sphere of the 
Absolute. Therefore, it is said, “He who thinks he knows the Self 
knows it not.”

Self‑knowledge precedes even the conception of God. If 
the thought about God, which is in our mind, be separated 
from self‑consciousness it instantly vanishes and becomes 
non‑existent. We know God because there is knowledge in 
us, because the light of the Self reveals the existence of God. 
If this be so, we ask: Which is higher, the Personal God or the 
Self? The Self is higher, because it illumines the existence of 
God. This source of all knowledge, which is the absolute Truth, 
is higher than a Personal God, since the Personal God, who can 
be described by words and thought of by the mind, becomes 
subject to the mind and speech, consequently to the Self or 
Atman, which is the director of the mind and speech, and that 
which is subject to a thing must be lower or less than that 
which governs it. So when we try to know our true Self, we do 
not attempt to know it as we know the existence of a book or 
a tree, because that kind of knowledge will never reveal it. We 
must not try to see any form, because there is no form in the 
Self. We must not make the objects of the senses, like sound, 
color, odor, touch, the starting point of our search after Self, for 
these are on the relative plane, while the Self is the Absolute 
Being.

Thus we can understand the difference between the relative 
plane and the absolute. So long as we are on the relative 
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plane, we cannot reach the Absolute, because the absolute 
knowledge, by which we know the existence of things which are 
related to one another, is beyond all relations and infinite. All 
relative phenomena exist in and through the Absolute, but the 
Absolute Atman is independent and self‑existent. If we were 
unintelligent beings and did not possess Self‑knowledge, then 
these sensations and perceptions would have no relation to 
us. The pure knowledge of the Absolute Self may be compared 
to the thread which goes through the pearls of percepts, ideas 
and thoughts that rise in our minds, and strings them together 
into one harmonious whole, forming a garland of our daily 
experiences. This pure knowledge must not be confounded with 
the relative knowledge which is finite and related to ignorance, 
or non‑knowledge. The Self, being the knower of ignorance, is 
higher and greater and its light of absolute knowledge is that by 
which we realize that we know this or do not know that.

In Vedanta it is said: “The Self is the knower of that which sees, 
hears, thinks or perceives. It is the knower of the body, senses, 
mind, intellect, and heart with which we identify our Self.” 
Through this identification, when the Self appears as the ego, 
then we say that we are the hearer, seer, perceiver and thinker; 
but the ego sees, hears, thinks and perceives, being dependent 
upon the pure knowledge of the Self. In fact the ego cannot 
exist without Self‑knowledge. Self‑knowledge and existence are 
one and the same. We know that we are here; if for a moment 
we forget that we are in this place or if we become unconscious 
of our surroundings, we shall remain non‑existent, as it were, 
in relation to our environments. Thus although we may try to 
separate our Self‑knowledge from our existence, we can never 
do it; for pure knowledge or consciousness and existence are 
inseparable. When we have realized Self‑knowledge, we have 
understood our existence and discovered that the director of 
the mind is all‑knowledge and all‑existence. We say the sun 
exists; why? Because we are conscious of him; when we are not 
conscious of him, as in trance, he does not exist in relation to 
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us. Self‑consciousness, therefore, is the standard of all relative 
knowledge and relative existence. Herein lies the beginning 
and end of the existence of all objects which we can think of 
or perceive. The moment that we are unconscious of our body 
and everything of this world, they will cease to exist in relation 
to us. We all experience this truth during our sound sleep, 
when our conscious connection with the body being cut off, it 
ceases to exist and consequently we do not claim anything of 
the material world as belonging to us. But as our consciousness 
returns to the body, instantly the body together with everything 
related to it appears as belonging to us. Therefore, it is said that 
knowledge and existence are one.

Vedanta gives these two attributes to the Absolute Self, 
who is the director of the mind. The first is absolute existence, 
in Sanskrit “Sat”; and the second is absolute knowledge or 
intelligence, “Chit” in Sanskrit. These two, as we have already 
seen, are one and inseparable. A third attribute, however, is 
also given in Vedanta. It is called in Sanskrit “Ananda,” meaning 
pure happiness or blissfulness. Where absolute knowledge and 
absolute existence prevail, there is also absolute happiness or 
blissfulness. It is different from changeable pleasure or relative 
happiness. Unchangeable blissfulness again is always attended 
with absolute peace. Wherever there is true happiness, there 
must be absolute peace, and the mind will not seek anything 
else, but will enjoy it and will try to possess it and never be 
separated from it. The ordinary pleasures, which we mistake 
for true happiness, may be agreeable for the time being, but 
in the next moment we dislike them and try to get away from 
them. Think how transitory are the pleasures that can be 
derived through the senses, they last only for a short time and 
in the reaction make us miserable. True happiness, however, 
is unchangeable. It brings no reaction and is everlasting. In 
the state of absolute existence and pure knowledge alone 
can be found absolute peace and true happiness. Such is the 
realm of our true Self, which is above all relativity and beyond 
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all conditions of this earth. This indivisible Sat‑chit‑ananda, 
absolute Existence‑intelligence‑bliss, the disciple realized in 
Samâdhi as the director of the mind and the source of all the 
phenomena of the universe.

He then said: “Whosoever realizes that which manifests 
within us as the conscious Self, attains to immortality.” Death 
means a change of the body. The body may die, the mind 
may die, the senses may die, but pure knowledge can never 
die. When we know that something is dying and if we do not 
identify ourselves with it, but become conscious of our absolute 
Self, then we are sure to attain to immortality. If we once grasp 
the idea that we are the Absolute Being, how can we ever be 
changed by death into a non‑being? As being cannot come out 
of non‑being, so it cannot go back to non‑being. Pure existence 
can never become non‑existence; this is the proof of immortality. 
The Absolute Self or Atman is the immortal Being. It is also 
Brahman, the beginning and the end of the universe. The same 
eternal Being is worshipped as God under various names and 
forms. He is the Being who dwells in us and is inseparable from 
our true Self. The Absolute Being is not many but one. If there 
were many Absolute Beings they would be limited by each 
other and consequently not absolute. That one Absolute Being 
alone is immortal and deathless, and by knowing it we become 
immortal. No Divine Incarnation can give us immortality, if we 
do not possess it already. The Christian belief that immortality 
can be obtained only through the grace of Jesus the Christ, is 
not founded upon the knowledge of the immortal nature of 
our true Self. The students of Vedanta are not deluded by such 
statements; they try first to know the real Self and then they 
realize that immortality is their birthright.

Since the true Self is the source of all strength, the disciple 
said: “We gain strength and immortality by Self‑knowledge.” 
Real strength comes to us when we have known that which 
is changeless and immortal. The spiritual strength which 
is gained through Self‑knowledge is greater than material, 
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physical, mental, and moral strength together. All other powers, 
except spiritual strength, are subject to change and death. Few 
people understand the meaning of “spiritual strength.” By 
the word “spirit” is not meant a disembodied spirit, but the 
Absolute Spirit or Self or Atman or Brahman. Spirit is that Self 
which is the source of absolute intelligence and which is the 
Absolute Being. Knowing it, one attains to spiritual strength, 
which is higher than physical or psychic strength. With physical 
strength a man can kill a tiger or destroy thousands of mortals, 
but it will not protect him from death. He may possess material 
strength, but it will not save his life at the last moment. He may 
gain psychic power and do wonderful things, but that will not 
stop the changes of body and mind. Spiritual strength, however, 
which Self‑knowledge brings, makes one free from birth and 
death. He who has gained physical and psychic powers will 
remain subject to birth and death, but if he can know that 
immortal Being, he becomes a master of the universe. The 
gigantic forces of nature serve and obey the command of him 
who has acquired Self‑knowledge. “If a man know this Self here, 
he has gained the Truth.” In this world of imperfection he who 
has known the Self has realized the Absolute Truth and has 
fulfilled the highest purpose of life. He has attained absolute 
freedom, perfect peace and true happiness in this life. But “if 
he does not know this here, for him there is great suffering.” He 
who does not realize the Self comes back to this earth again 
and again, and, remaining in ignorance, seeks sense‑pleasures 
and suffers great sorrow and misery. He does not escape the 
law of Karma and reincarnation.

“The wise ones, who have realized the all‑pervading absolute 
Self (Brahman) in all animate and inanimate objects, become 
immortal after departing from this world.” The knower of the 
Absolute and Immortal Self becomes one with it and remains 
as the immortal and perfect Spirit forever and ever.
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VI.

Immortality and the Self.
“That which is the Infinite is Bliss. In the finite there is no bliss. Infinity 

alone is bliss. This Infinity is to be realized.
“The Self (Atman) is the Infinite. Self is below, above, behind, before, 

right and left; Self is all this.
“He who sees, perceives, understands, and loves the Self, delights in 

the Self, revels in the Self, rejoices in the Self, becomes the lord and 
master in all the worlds.”

Chândogya Upanishad.

In the Brihadâranayaka Upanishad of the Yajur Veda we read 
that there lived in ancient India a great sage, Yâjnyavalkya by 
name. He was a seer of Truth and lived a pure, virtuous, and 

righteous life. He had a devoted wife, whose name was Maitreyi; 
he performed all the duties of the householder as also of a good 
citizen, and lived in peace, doing good to others. As the result 
of all these good and unselfish works his heart was purified 
and his eyes were open to spiritual Truth. He understood the 
transitoriness and impermanent nature of the phenomenal 
world, and realizing that the life of a householder was only a 
grade in the process of evolution, he desired to enter into a 
higher state and make further progress. He had discovered the 
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foolishness of people who lead a worldly life and constantly try 
to fulfill their earthly desires; therefore, he made up his mind 
to live a life of seclusion, and devote the rest of his days to 
the pursuit of eternal Truth. He wished to take refuge in the 
absolute Reality of the universe by retiring into the forest where 
he would not be disturbed by the world. Constant meditation 
upon the true Self had become the aim of this great seer.

One day he came to his wife and said: “Beloved Maitreyi, 
verily I wish to retire into the forest, leaving with thee my wealth, 
property and whatever belongs to me. Enjoy these and grant 
me thy permission.” On hearing this, Maitreyi felt extremely 
unhappy, but being spiritually‑minded, she asked this question: 

“Bhagavan, please tell me, if I possess the whole earth with all the 
wealth it contains shall I gain immortality by it?” She was not like 
the wives of to‑day, who are greedy for wealth and possessions 
and who are delighted to acquire a little inheritance; she was 
not ambitious for material property like a woman of the world, 
but she understood that immortality was the highest of all 
treasures. Being guided by this ideal, she questioned: “Shall I be 
immortal by possessing all the riches and property which thou 
art going to give me?” “No,” replied the sage, “if thou possessest 
the property and wealth of the world thou wilt live like the 
rich who enjoy, in whatever manner they desire, the luxuries, 
comforts and pleasures of earthly existence. There is no hope 
of gaining immortality by wealth. None can ever become 
immortal by means of riches or material possessions.” Then the 
wife said: “What shall I do with that thing which cannot bring 
me immortality? If thou hast anything by which I shall become 
immortal please give me that. I do not care for thy wealth.” Her 
husband, the great sage, replied, “Thou art truly my beloved; 
thou hast spoken well, it is worthy of thee. If thou desirest, I will 
tell thee of that by which one can attain immortality. Come 
and listen attentively to what I will say.”

He first explained the true nature of the object of love. 
People love their parents, children, husbands, wives, property, 
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wealth, and all other things that they possess, but they do not 
know what they love in reality. The real object of love is not a 
material thing, but that which lies behind the material form. O 
beloved, verily I say unto thee: “A wife loves her husband not 
for the husband’s sake, but it is for the sake of the Atman, the 
Self, who is within, that the husband is loved.” The wife does 
not love the dead particles of matter which make up the body 
of her husband, but she loves the soul, the Atman, which lies 
behind his form. “The husband loves his wife not for the wife’s 
sake, but it is for the sake of the Atman, the Self, who is within, 
that the wife is loved.” The physical body of the wife is not dear 
to her husband, but her soul, the Atman, is dear to him. The 
husband will not touch the dead body of his wife, he will not 
love it when her soul has departed from it. People love their 
children, not for the children’s sake, not for the material form of 
their children, but it is for the sake of the Atman, the Self, that 
the children are loved.” When a mother loves her child, do you 
think that she loves the matter that makes up the face or the 
body of the child? No, it is the Self that, dwelling behind the 
material particles, gives the child its form and attracts the soul 
of the mother. Love cannot exist on the material plane; it is the 
attraction between two souls on the spiritual plane of the Self. 
When people love their friends and relatives, that attraction of 
the souls lies at the bottom of the expression of their true love.

“Verily wealth is not dear, O beloved, that thou mayst love 
wealth, but that thou mayst love Atman, the Self, therefore 
wealth is dear,” The center of love is the Atman or Self. When 
we love wealth or property, our attraction is toward the 
omnipresent Self, whether we are conscious of it or not. We love 
animals, like dogs, horses, birds, not because of their material 
forms, but for the Atman, the Self, which resides within them. 
In this manner Yâjnyavalkya showed that wherever there is true 
love there is the expression of the real Self or Atman. “None, 
O beloved, loves an animal for the animal’s sake, but for the 
sake of the soul of the animal.” The dead material body of an 
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animal cannot inspire love in our souls. “People love the priests 
(Brâhmins), the warriors (Kshatriyas), the celestial worlds 
(Lokas), the bright spirits (Devas), the Scriptures (Vedas), and 
all other animate and inanimate objects, not for the sake of 
those objects, but it is for the sake of the Self (Atman) that each 
of these is loved.”

When a person loves another for the sake of his own lower 
self or ego, it is an extremely selfish love; but when that love 
is directed toward the Self or Atman which dwells in another 
person it is no longer selfish; it gradually leads to Divine Love. 
In everything abides the one Self or unchangeable spirit which 
attracts our souls. We do not know the nature of that Self or 
Atman toward which all love, whether selfish or unselfish, is 
directed, and from which all love proceeds, whether for wealth, 
property, or material objects. A miser loves riches, but he 
knows perfectly well that riches mean nothing but a medium of 
exchange, that they only bring certain pleasures and comforts 
of the body. He is attached to his lower self, and for that reason 
he loves wealth which enriches his ego. The lower self of such 
a man is the center of attraction, and everything that brings 
happiness to it is very dear to him. “Therefore, O Maitreyi, the 
Self (Atman) is to be realized, to be heard, to be thought of, 
to be meditated upon. O beloved! When the Self has been 
heard, thought of, meditated upon and realized, then all is 
known.” Thou shouldst know the true nature of that Self, which 
is the center of all attraction, from which all love proceeds and 
toward which it is directed. It should be heard and meditated 
upon constantly; when the mind is concentrated upon it, its 
true nature will be revealed. By the realization of the true Self, 
through constant hearing, concentration and meditation. 
Self‑knowledge and immortality will be gained.

Yâjnyavalkya continued thus: If a person loves and cares for 
another only for his material body and possessions, the lover 
is abandoned by the loved one. If we care not for the Self of 
another but love the dead matter, believing there is no soul in 
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the person, do you think that person will be pleased? No, that 
person will desert us instantly. If we love a priest (Brâhmin) 
knowing that there is no Self in him, we shall be abandoned by 
him. He will immediately leave our company. If we go to a king, 
thinking that there is no Self in him, that he is only a mass of 
dead matter, we shall not be loved by him, but on the contrary 
we shall surely be forsaken by him. He will drive us out if he 
realizes that we love him not for himself but for his material 
possessions. “For the same reason, he who knows there is 
no Self in the heavens, in the gods (Devas), in the Scriptures 
(Vedas), in animate and inanimate objects, shall be abandoned 
by each one of these.” If we think of a departed friend, believing 
there is no soul in him, we shall surely be deserted by him. If we 
love God, knowing Him as a mass of insentient matter, without 
loving His spiritual, Divine and immortal Self or Atman, He 
will never come to us; we shall be forsaken by Him. Thus we 
can understand that whosoever knows anything elsewhere 
than in the true Self or Atman is and should be abandoned 
by everything, because everything exists as related to the Self. 

“The Self is all and all is the Self.” Whatever we see, perceive or 
think of, is inseparably connected with the Self (Atman); it is 
one with the Self, and is in reality nothing but the Self.

Here it may be asked: How is it possible for us to realize 
that everything is the Self? To explain this Yâjnyavalkya gives 
the following illustrations: “Now as the sound of a drum, when 
beaten with a stick, can be differentiated from other sounds by 
referring it to the drum or to the drumstick, which is the source 
of the sound, and not by any other means, so the existence of a 
particular object can be differentiated by referring it to the Self 
(Atman) which is the source of all knowledge and consciousness 
and without which nothing can be known.” “As the sound of 
a conch‑shell or a pipe when blown cannot be differentiated 
without referring it to the shell or to the pipe, as the sounds of 
a lute when played can be known only by referring them to the 
lute; as these particular sounds are but various manifestations of 
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one common sound, so the one common Self or Atman, which 
is the Reality of the universe, appears through the varieties of 
names and forms which we perceive with our senses.” “As from 
the one source of fire, when kindled with damp fuel, gradually 
emanate clouds of smoke and flame which did not exist there 
before, so verily, O beloved, from the one great Being, the Self 
(Brahman), the common source of knowledge and intelligence 
has been spontaneously breathed forth all the knowledge that 
we possess, such as the four Vedas (Scriptures), the various 
branches of science and philosophy, and everything that exists 
in this world as well as in celestial realms.”

Ordinarily we ascribe scientific knowledge to particular 
individuals, but in reality every kind of knowledge that we find 
in different people,—scientists, Yogis, and philosophers,—has 
proceeded from that one source, the Self. As from one fire 
proceed smoke, sparks and flames, so from this one Infinite 
Self have come out all the sciences, philosophies and spiritual 
truths described in the different Scriptures of the world, as 
also the truths of art and history. The knowledge which we 
possess and make use of in our daily life is the expression of that 
absolute knowledge which is eternal, one, indestructible and 
unchangeable, and which brings immortality to the knower, 
who realizes the Self.

At the beginning of the cosmic evolution all phenomena 
as well as all knowledge evolved from this one Infinite Self or 
Brahman. Just as a human being naturally breathes out the air 
that has entered his lungs, so the latent energy of the Brahman 
spontaneously breathed out knowledge and all phenomena 
which had potentially existed in it before the evolution of the 
universe. Again, at the time of dissolution these return to that 
Infinite Being and remain latent as the energy of the Brahman 
in the same manner as rivers, streamlets, brooks and all waters 
that exist anywhere will eventually flow into one ocean. The 
ocean of the Infinite Brahman is the final goal as well as the 
source of all knowledge and phenomena of the world. “As the 
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source of all taste is in the tongue, of all touch in the skin, of all 
smells in the nose, of all colors in the eye, of all sounds in the ear, 
of all percepts in the mind, of all knowledge in the intelligence, 
so the source of all intelligence is the Self or Atman or Brahman.”

Thus Yâjnyavalkya explained to his wife how the Infinite Self 
is the Beginning and end, the Alpha and Omega of everything. 
At the time of evolution everything comes out of it and during 
involution or dissolution everything goes back to the same 
source of all. The Infinite Self, Atman or Brahman, is one mass of 
intelligence without a second; there is no duality or multiplicity 
in this one substance. “As a lump of salt has neither outside 
nor inside, but it is a mass of taste, so indeed the Absolute Self 
has neither outside nor inside, but it is altogether a mass of 
intelligence, unlimited, beginningless and endless.”

This infinite Being appears in two aspects, the universal, which 
is called Brahman, and the individual, which is called the Self or 
Atman. As the source of individual consciousness, it manifests 
itself in various forms when it is connected with our body 
and senses; but when it leaves this material body, the senses 
cease to perceive their objects and the elements return to their 
causal states from which they arose. After death one cannot 
perceive the objects of senses. “O beloved! Verily I say unto thee, 
although the Self is a mass of intelligence having departed from 
the body, it possesses no particular consciousness of a mortal.” 
The expression of intelligence on the sense‑plane stops after 
death.

On hearing this, Maitreyi replied: “O wise lord! Thou hast 
bewildered me by thy statement, ‘This mass of intelligence 
possesses no particular consciousness after death.’ How can it 
be?” Yâjnyavalkya answered: “O beloved! I do not say anything 
bewildering; imperishable is the nature of the Self (Atman).” For 
thy enlightenment I will explain it to thee. “The Self is deathless 
and immortal by nature. So long as there is the duality of 
the perceiver and the object of perception, so long one sees, 
perceives the other, one smells the other, one tastes, touches, 
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thinks, and knows the other.” The individual Self perceives 
sense‑objects so long as it remains on the plane of duality or 
relativity. The perception of sight is possible only when the seer 
is related to an object of vision. If we are not related to that 
which we call odor how can we smell it? The ego can hear a 
sound or taste a savor by coming in direct relation with those 
objects of sensation. In this manner it can be shown that all 
perception and sensation require the relation between the 
subject and object; but when we go into deep sleep we do 
not see, hear, taste, smell or perceive anything. These objects 
exist on the sense‑plane, but when we are above and beyond 
it and have gone to that plane where there is neither sight nor 
odor nor smell nor taste, how can we see, hear or perceive 
anything? All individual souls, who are in the state of dreamless 
sleep, become equal in their realization; we cannot distinguish 
the soul of a man from that of a woman so long as he or she 
is in sound sleep; then it is impossible to differentiate them. 
Similarly, in the state of Samâdhi or superconsciousness, where 
there is neither duality nor multiplicity, but the infinite ocean 
of intelligence, what can be seen or heard or smelled or tasted? 
Where there is neither relativity nor any object of perception, 
how can one touch or know or think of anything? “How can 
one know that by which one knows all this?” Is there any power 
of knowledge, by which we can know the Self, who is the 
knower of all? No; because the true Self alone is the Knower of 
the universe.

If we seek to know the Self within us what will be the 
best method? By right discrimination and analysis we can 
differentiate the knower from the object of knowledge. In this 
process of discrimination we must mentally reject everything 
outside of the knower by saying “Not this, not this.” Thus when 
all objects of knowledge, including all sensations, perceptions, 
thoughts, feelings and other mental and intellectual functions 
are removed by right discrimination, the all‑knowing 
Self is realized in Samâdhi. The Self or knower cannot be 
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comprehended by intellect; it is incomprehensible. The Self 
cannot perish; it is immortal. The Self cannot be destroyed 
by anything; it is unchangeable. The Self is unattached; it is 
not touched by any object. The Self is unfettered; it is free. It 
does not suffer; it is beyond all suffering. It does not fail, it 
is always the same. “How, O beloved, can such a Knower be 
known and by whom? Thus far, O Maitreyi, the true nature of 
the Self can be described; and beyond this is the realization in 
Samâdhi (superconsciousness) which brings the attainment 
of immortality. He who has realized the Self, has become 
immortal. The knowledge of that Self, which is the source of all 
love, the source of intelligence, existence and all that is blissful, 
makes one attain to immortality.” Thus saying, Yâjnyavalkya, 
the great seer of Truth, retired into the forest, devoted his time 
to meditating upon that eternal Self, and, ultimately realizing 
his true nature in Samâdhi, he gained immortal life.

Self‑knowledge being the goal of life, by that alone we can 
understand the universe, how it has come into existence, why 
it stands, and where it will go after dissolution. By knowing 
our true Self we can know what will become of all phenomena 
at the time of general involution, and if we wish to become 
immortal, we must know this Self or Atman; there is no other 
way to immortality.

“I know this great Atman, radiant like the self‑effulgent sun and 
beyond the darkness of ignorance. By knowing Him alone one crosses 
the ocean of death; there is no other way; there is no other way.”
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